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DEDICATION

KATHLEEN GARRY
We are proud to dedicate the Carroll County’s 2007 Annual Report to Kathleen
Garry. Kathy Garry was named the New Hampshire Association of Counties
Employee of the Year in 2007. The honor was well deserved, as Kathy is truly the
ideal employee for any organization and we at Carroll County are very blessed to
have had her with us for the last 15 years.
Kathy is the person that the Commissioners go to for all of our budget questions
and all financial reports. She knows every detail of the county budget at all times.
Kathy had been the person that all new hires for the county had met with to
complete their initial employment paperwork for the last fifteen years. She always
made them feel that we were glad that they chose to work for Carroll County.
Kathy is responsible for the payroll for the 350 county employees twice a month
and that is no easy job.

KG is knowledgeable, confident, calm and consistently goes above and beyond the
call of duty, and does so with one of the most genuinely pleasant and caring
personalities. We are very blessed to know and to have Kathy Garry at Carroll
County.

We are proud to Dedicate the 2007 Annual County Report
To Kathleen F. Garry, Finance Manager of the Business Office
For 15 Years of Dedication to Carroll County

2007 Carroll County Annual Report

To All the Carroll County Men and Women who have served in
the Armed Services for our Country.
The Carroll County Commissioners
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CARROLL COUNTY

COMMISSIONERS
DAVID C. SORENSEN, CHAIRMAN
MARGE M. WEBSTER, VICE CHAIRMAN
PETER A. OLKKOLA, CLERK
TREASURER
GODFREY G. HOWARD

COUNTY ATTORNEY
ROBIN J. GORDON
COUNTY SHERIFF
SCOTT A. CARR
CLERK OF THE SUPERIOR COURT
PATRICIA LENZ

OFFICERS

EATON CENTER
WOLFEBOR.O
OSSIPEE

TUFTONBORO
TAMWORTH
CENTER OSSIPEE
OSSIPEE

JUDGE OF PROBATE
JAMES R. PATTEN

WOLFEBORO

REGISTER OF PROBATE
GAIL A. MONET

MADISON

REGISTER OF DEEDS
ANN AITON
NURSING HOME ADMINISTRATOR
FORREST PAINTER

WOLFEBORO

ALTON

CHAPLAIN, NURSING HOME
REV. PETER FAAS

WAKEFIELD

PHYSICIAN, NURSING HOME
ERIC LEWIS, MD

WOLFEBORO

HUMAN SERVICES DIRECTOR
FORREST W. PAINTER

ALTON

JAIL @ HOUSE OF CORRECTION DIRECTOR
DENNIS A. ROBINSON, DIRECTOR CENTER BARNSTEAD
COUNTY MAINTENANCE SUPER VISOR.
FARM MANAGER
ALLEN L. SEGUIN

OSSIPEE
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CARROLL COUNTY DELEGATION MEMBERS
NEW HAMPSHIRE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

DISTRICT 1
(BARTLETT, CHATHAM, CONWAY, HALE’S LOCATION,
JACKSON- 4 REPS)
HON.
HON.
HON.
HON.

CAROLYN BROWN
GENE G. CHANDLER
EDWARD A BUTLER
TOM BUCO

DISTRICT 2
(ALBANY, EATON, MADISON- | REP)
HON. “BOB” BRIDGHAM

HAR TS LOCATION,

NO. CONWAY
BARTLETT
HART’S LOCATION
CONWAY

EATON

DISTRICT 3
(FREEDOM, OSSIPEE, SANDWICH, TAMWOR_TH- 3 REPS )
HON. HOWARD N. CUNNINGHAM
SANDWICH
HON. VIRGINIA HEARD
SANDWICH
HON. HARRY C. MERROW
OSSIPEE
DISTRICT 4
(MOULTONBORO, TUFTONBORO, WOLFEBORO-4 REPS)
HON. CHRISTOPHER J. AHLGREN
WOLFEBORO
HON. “DAVE” KNOX
WOLFEBORO
HON. BETSEY L. PATTEN
MOULTONBOROUGH
HON. STANLEY E. STEVENS
WOLFEBORO
DISTRICT 5
(WAKEFIELD, BROOKFIELD-2 REPS)
HON. WILLIAM P. DENLEY
HON. “JIM? MARTIN

WAKEFIELD
BROOKFIELD
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COMMISSIONERS

COUNTY

REPORT 2007

What is new at the County Complex? The Commissioners initiated a Human
Resources Department and hired Robin Reade as its Director. The Director will
be responsible for county government wide training, job descriptions, grievances,
department policies, worker’s compensation, assisting with union contracts and
working closely with Department heads and elected officials in the hiring of new
employees. Robin will also work closely with employees. This is a much-needed
addition to our County Family.
Due to personnel changes at Carroll County Department of Corrections,
Captain Jason Johnson has outstandingly stepped to the plate to assume more
responsibilities for the facility. The CC DOC provides many inmate programs,
offering several educational opportunities such as G.E.D., Money Management,
Bible Study, Anger Management, Drug and Alcohol Programs, Computers,
Parenting Skills and working on the farm grounds. Due to unexplained
circumstances, the inmate population has decreased_for which we are sure will only
be temporary.
The County Farm harvested over 14,000 bales of hay, more than any other

recent years. Firewood sales were down due to a combination of our price increase
to $200.00 per cord and that are several more vendors selling firewood. We have
budgeted in 2008 for a new mower conditioner and a replacement for the 1982
GMC delivery truck, which just barely passed inspection.
Due to the downturn in the economy, the Registry of Deeds revenue was less
than expected - it looks like this will continue into 2008.
Thanks to the Mountain View Nursing Home Family Council, the gardens in
front of the nursing home look beautiful. What a great addition to the resident’s
home, for everyone to enjoy during the summer months.
The Commissioners would like to thank the dedicated County Employees,
Volunteers, and the County Delegation for their service and support for the services
County Government provides for the Carroll County taxpayers.
CARROLL COUNTY COMMISSIONERS

Peter A. Olkkola, Clerk
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OFFICE OF THE COUNTY

ATTORNEY

ANNUAL REPORT 2007

The primary goal ofthis Office is to do justice. We try to do that by balancing
the punishment and rehabilitation of defendants with restitution to the victims. Although
there has been steady erosion in rehabilitation options for defendants we still try to
explore ways to keep defendants in the community when appropriate. However, the
resolution of criminal cases is dependant on public safety and a strong consideration of
victim’s rights.
This has been a busy year in this office. The backlog of cases we have
experienced in recent years was seriously attacked. We resolved 43% more cases this
year than in 2006. The Chief Justice for the Superior Court system transferred other
judges to Carroll County during the summer and fall months to help with the overload.

This Office prosecutes the serious felony level offenses in the county including
sexual assaults, physical assaults, burglaries, identity fraud, child pornography, property
damage, drug and alcohol offenses and negligent homicide. Additionally this Office is
dedicated to the forensic interviews of children at the new Child Advocacy Center. As
this Office prosecutes child sexual assault cases it is imperative that a competent forensic
interview be conducted. This ensures that a professional interview 1s conducted that
protects both the victim and the accused. A representative from this Office attends the
monthly child protection team meetings as part of a team that reviews these cases.
This year has also seen a rise in mental health based cases. As the mental health
system services are redistributed or eliminated, the criminal justice system becomes the
refuge of last resort. The Department of Corrections does not have the ability to refuse a
committed defendant. This Office has been trying to work closely with our corrections
personnel to make sure that mental health defendants get appropriate services and are not
merely locked up. As the mental health field continues to grow without any growth in
services, the criminal justice system and the correctional facilities are the unfortunate and
often inappropriate option.
This Office enjoys a close and cooperative relationship with our law enforcement
departments. I appreciate the hard work they do. We expect a lot from them and they do
an excellent job 1n often-dangerous circumstances.
The Office has enjoyed stability with the office staff this year. Betsy Rand
continues in her position of “Command Central”, holding the office together. She keeps
all of our schedules, keeps the statistics, and runs the office. This Office and the County
are fortunate to have her. | appreciate all she does. She is an invaluable asset, always
working above and beyond a job description. She is dedicated to professionalism and to
making sure the residents of Carrol] County receive the most from their tax dollar.
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Melissa Smith has been the Victim / Witness Specialist and is doing a great job.
She has been a tireless advocate for victims of crime and works with them navigating the
judicial system. She provides a compassionate contact for victims who may need a
regular liaison with this Office.
Wanda LeBlanc also has remained with the Office. She has become
indispensable as she works both with victims, and office staff coordinating hearings,
witnesses and making sure that pleadings and reports are completed. She has been a
terrific addition to the office.
The Staff attorneys have changed again; Rena DiLando left for a better paying
position in Strafford County.

Sally Struble has thankfully remained with the Office and 1s doing a great job.

Susan Boone has come on staff and provides several years of prosecuting
experience that is greatly appreciated.
The Delegation approved a third attorney position and Stephen Murray was hired
last summer. He is a new attorney and is gaining experience as he appears in court. He
brings an expertise in the financial crime area that was much needed.
My position continues to be part-time however there is hope that the delegation
may vote this spring to recognize that it needs to be full-time.
I am fortunate to have this dedicated staff. The work we do is often hard,

disturbing and draining. I appreciate their work, their dedication and their humor. The
County is fortunate to have them. I think that my staff is the best, personally and
professionally. They make it easy to come to work.
The primary function of the County Attorney’s Office is to prosecute felony and
some misdemeanor level offenses committed in the County.

In 2007 the Carroll County Attorney’s Office, working through the Grand Jury
process, docketed 321 new felony indictments and 53 misdemeanor informations on 159
defendants.
In addition to felony trials, the office continues to represent the citizens of Carroll
County at hearings including, but not limited to, violations of probation, misdemeanor
appeals, annulments, deferred/suspended sentence motions, bail hearings and other issues
that may surface post-conviction such as parole hearings and motions for a new trial.
In 2007 my office handled a total of 1,700 matters, working on cases involving
639 individuals. This represents a 15.4% increase in total caseload over the previous
year, involving 3.5 % more defendants. Total caseload continues double-digit growth for

the 2™ consecutive year.
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Not all cases handled in 2007 have been resolved; some are currently pending
disposition. However, 1,233 cases were resolved (an increase of 43% over 2006), and
include the following categories of disposition:

CHARGES/CASES
Guilty by Jury Trial
Guilty by Bench Trial
Guilty by Plea Agreement
Nolo Plea
Not Guilty by Jury Trial
Not Guilty by Bench Trial
Dismissed/Quashed
Nolle Prossed
Remand
Mistrial-Hung Jury
Mistrial-Other
Declined to Prosecute
Detendant Deceased
Post-Conviction Pleadings
Vio. of Probation/Court Order

Other
Failed to Appear
Transferred
Agreement
Withdrawn
Upheld
Closed

TOTAL:

12
20
384
2
9
1
ZZ
149
6
8
a
47
8
224
106
3
52
1
ae
29
4
103

1233

DEFENDANTS
9
4
157
2
8
1
10
82
4
l
4
46
3
164
64
7
31
1
19
28
4
100

749 (some
defendants had

multiple resolutions.)
Moreover as required under RSA 7:38, I hereby provide full statistics (14 of 15
police departments reporting) regarding crimes and will include such recommendations
as the public good requires:
CRIMES REPORTED IN CARROLL COUNTY DURING 2007

Armed Robbery-Attempted
Armed Robbery
Arson/Att. Arson
Arrest on Warrant
Assaults

Assaults by Prisoners

2
10
40
387

4

Attempted Simple Assault
Attempted Agg. Assault
Attempted Burglaries
Bad Checks
Bail Jumping/Violations
Bench Warrant

2
l
10
218
8|
61
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Burglaries/Accomp. to Burg.
Child Abuse/Neglect
Conduct After Accident
Conspiracy
Crim. Liability/Conduct Another
Criminal Mischief
Criminal Threatening
Criminal Trespass
Cruelty to Animals
Disobeying an Officer
Disorderly Conduct
Drugs/Narcotics
Duty to Report
3

190
9
51
5
32
536
168
160
|
ao
96
386

Interference w/Custody
Intimidation
Kidnapping
Liquor Law Violations
Manufacturing Cont. Drug
Murder; Manslaughter
Obstructing Report of Crime
Operating After
Suspension/Revocations
Pornography, incl. Child
Possession of Alcohol
Prohibited Sales
Prostitution
Public Drunkeness
Receiving Stolen Property
Reckless Conduct
Resisting Arrest
Riot
Robbery
Sex Assaults
Shoplifting/Willful Concealment
Stalking
Thefts/Att. Thefts
Thefts/Att. Thefts of MV
Trespass of Real Property
Unauthorized Use of Vehicle
Vandalism
Violation of Protective Order
Weapons Possession
Witness Tampering

DWI/2"/Agg.
Embezzlement
Endangering Welfare
Escape
False Imprisonment
False Pretense/Swindle
False Report
Falsifying Physical Evidence
Felon in Possession Firearms
Forgery
Fraud/Att. Fraud
Fugitive from Justice
Habitual Offender
Harassment
Hindering Apprehension
Identity Fraud
Indecent Exposure

Total:

5,102

It should be noted that these statistics only cover reported crime and their
accuracy depends on many factors, such as the methods used to record the data and the
definitions of the crimes. As is true with all statistics, this data should be viewed with
caution and common

sense.

Respectfully submitted,
Robin J. Gordon
Carroll County Attorney
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Carroll County Victim/Witness Program

ANNUAL REPORT 2007
In 2007, the Victim/Witness Assistance Program in the Carroll County Attorney’s
Office provided services to 665 victims of crime: 401 in open cases; 227 in post-conviction
proceedings; 9 in District Court cases; 2 in Juvenile cases and 26 in cases not yet referred
for prosecution.
Out of all crime victims served in 2007, 210 were victims of violent
crimes. There were 82 children who were victims in cases this year.
The mission of the Victim/Witness Assistance Program in the Carroll County
Attorney’s Office focuses on providing the highest quality, most comprehensive and
coordinated services for crime victims and witnesses through proper planning, management
and education in accordance with the NH Victims’ Bill of Rights. My role as the Victim/
Witness Advocate is to support and advocate for the victim of the crime, ensure that their
individual needs are addressed, provide referrals to appropriate resources, and to make
certain that their voices are heard during the court process in accordance with New
Hampshire law. I educate crime victims and witnesses about the Criminal Justice system
and the court process, providing information and case updates.
Wanda LeBlanc continues to be an integral part of this program. She handles all the
drug and habitual offender cases which allows me to spend more time working directly
with victims and their families. She works directly with the prosecutors in securing law
enforcement testimony as needed in evidentiary hearings. She is a huge asset to the
program.

With the opening of the Child Advocacy Center came the creation of the Child
Protective Team. As a member of this team I am able to meet with juvenile victims and
their families early in the process. This has helped for a smoother and in some cases, more
successful prosecution in child sexual assault cases. The CPT is currently serving 30 +/families. The CAC is a wonderful resource for this county and our office.
In 2007 I attended the Fifteenth Annual Conference on Child Abuse and Neglect
here in New Hampshire. The many seminars at this conference offered insight into such
topics as teen victims, witness testimony and working with children with disabilities in
the Courtroom. | attended a conference hosted by Project Safe Childhood on children
and online predators. These crimes are becoming more and more prevalent and our office
is seeing more and more of these type of cases. I also attended the Attorney General’s
Conference on Domestic Violence. This Conference is always a good opportunity to
dialogue and share with other professionals in the field, as well as learn how other offices
and advocates are dealing with current issues.
As I work to expand the scope of services this program provides and continue to
support and educate victims of crime, I appreciate the assistance and backing I have
received from so many people this year. Although the circumstances can be difficult, I
truly enjoy my work and look forward to continuing these relationships and activities in
2008.
Respectfully submitted,
Melissa Smith, Director

Victim/Witness Assistance Program
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OFFICE

OF

THE

SHERIFF

COUNTY OF CARROLL
P.O. Box 190
Ossipee, NH 03864

Fax - (603) 539-7506

_

Scott A. CARR

(603) 539-2284

HIGH SHERIFF

1-800-552-8960

April 8, 2008
Carroll County Commissioner David Sorensen, Chairman
Carroll County Commissioner Peter Olkkola, Clerk
Carroll County Commissioner Marge Webster
PO Box 152
Ossipee, NH 03864
RE: 2007 Annual Report of Activity
To the Honorable Board:

Pursuant to RSA 30:1 and RSA 104:31-a, I hereby submit my annual report
of activity conducted by the Carroll County Sheriff's Office and the Carroll County
Communications Center for the year 2007.

This Office annually receives two separate operating budgets
is for the Communications Center operations, and the second is for the
operations. Having that in mind, | will first report of the activities and
Communications Center throughout 2007, then move on to the activity
Office operations for 2006.
Communications

to manage. One
Sheriff’s Office
statistics of the
of the Sheriff's

Center:

The Carroll County Communications Center is a full service, twenty-four hour
— seven days a week, emergency telecommunications center. It serves 23 Police agencies,
along with an additional 25 Fire/EMS agencies. Operationally the Communications
Center is supervised by a Lieutenant, and is manned with one supervisor along with ten
full-time, and two part-time communications specialists.
Throughout 2007 the Carroll County Communications Center continued to
provide an excellent
job to those they service 298,816 radio transmissions,
¢

108,360 telephone messages taken,

e

2,171 Fire Calls received,

¢

2,058 Rescue Calls received,

°

71,834 Calls for Service,

e

261,893 transactions made within the SPOTS
Telecommunications System) completed during 2007.

(State

Police

On-Line

[Special Note] These entries of transactions include such information as the
running of a persons motor vehicle record, licensing information, criminal
record checks, administrative messages to other law enforcement agencies and

12
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the like.
I commend and appreciate all their hard work.
Communications Center staff for a job well done!

| further congratulate the entire

Moving on to the Sheriff's Operational doings for 2007:

Civil Division:

This division is responsible for the timely service of Civil Process throughout Carroll
County. During 2007 there were 2,544 requests for civil process to be served. This resulted
in revenue in the amount of $60,000.00 being collected and turned over to the Carroll
County Business Office, which ultimately acts to offset the amount oftaxation required to
pay for my annual budget. For more detailed information, please see the attached report of
Corporal Thomas Riley, supervisor of the Civil Division.

Criminal Division:

The primary responsibilities of this disvision are to investigate felony level crimes
throughout Carroll County. During 2007 our criminal division investigated 107 felony
level cases. For more detailed information, as well as in-house criminal investigation
statistics please see the attached report of Sergeant Michael Santuccio, Supervisor of the
Criminal Division.

Warrant and Prisoner Transportation:

During 2007 there were 1,308 individuals moved who were being detained. The
following breaks down these numbers: 1,162 prisoners transported from a place of
confinement to a court hearing. There were 52 juveniles transported from a juvenile
place of confinement to a court hearing. There were 94 Involuntary Emergency
Admissions [IEA] transports completed in 2007.

In addition to the transportation of prisoners, there were a total of 300 people arrested
during 2006.
Court Security:

The Carroll County Sheriff's Office provides all court security within the Carroll County
Court House. This building is home to Carroll County Probate Court, Carroll County
superior court, Ossipee District Court as well as Ossipee Family Court. All those who
enter through the front door of this building are required to pass through a security
screening for the safety of everyone in the building.
This is responsibility that does not necessarily come with a lot of the prestige one would
like; however a duty that is absolutely imperative to the daily function of the court
13
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system. | thank these dedicated people for their service!

US Forest Service:

This Office continued to receive funding from the United States Federal Government in
2007 in order to perform a proactive law enforcement patrol within certain areas of the
White Mountain National Forest system. Each year this patrol typically occurs from
Memorial Day to Columbus Day between the towns of Conway and Lincoln. Heavy
emphasis of deputies’ time was concentrated along the Kacamagus Highway to slow
down the speed, and thereby reduce the exposure of motor vehicle accidents.
In Conclusion:

I would like to thank you for taking the time to read this report. I hope you will continue
on, and read the individual reports offered by the supervisors of the respective divisions
of the Sheriff’s Office.
Your continued support and the confidence you have placed in me as your Sheriff is
gratifying.
I appreciate and thank all the Law Enforcement, Fire, and EMS professionals with
whom we work. I also thank the general public, who time and again have taken such a
strong interest in, and given such a strong commitment of support to the Carroll County
Sheriff’s Office.
It has been, and continues to be, my honor to serve as your Sheriff. As my staff and
I together strive to offer, each day, the highest level of service, please know it is a
partnership.

Respectfully submitted,

Scott A. Carr
Sheriff
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2007 Annual Reports

Sheriff Carr,

Attached you will find the detail division reports as well as the 2007 annual
statistics for your review. I am extremely proud of all members of your staff. They
consistently take on an increase in activity and get the job done.
Respectfully submitted,

Captain Jonathan H. Hebert

te
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FALSE IMPRISONMENT
AGGRAVATED FELONIOUS SEXUAL AS
FELONIOUS SEXUAL ASSAULT - FOR
SEXUAL ASSAULT - FORCIBLE FOND
SECOND DEGREE ASSAULT
SIMPLE ASSAULT
ASSAULT BY PRISONERS; SIMPLE
CRIMINAL THREATENING (INTIMIDA
STALKING
HARASSMENT
ATTEMPT TO COMMIT BURGLARY
BURGLARY
THEFT; FROM A BUILDING
ATTEMPT TO COMMIT THEFT FROM V
THEFT; FROM A MOTOR VEHICLE
THEFT; ALL OTHER
UNAUTHORIZED USE OF PROPELLED
THEFT OF MOTOR VEHICLE

FORGERY
THEFT BY UNAUTH. TAKING
THEFT OF SERVICES
UNAUTHORIZED USE PROPELLED VEH
UNLAWFUL SIMULATION OF OFFICIA
FRAUDULENT HANDLING OF LEGAL D
IDENTITY FRAUD
THEFT; EMBEZZLEMENT
RECEIVING STOLEN PROPERTY
CRIMINAL MISCHIEF (VANDALISM)
POSSESSION OF DRUGS IN MOTOR V_
Delivery of Articles Prohibite
AUTHORIZED POSSESSION OF CONTR
POSSESSION OF CONTROLLED/NARCO
SALE OF CONTROLLED/NARCOTIC DR
PENALTIES; POSSESSION OF CONTR
SEXUAL ASSAULT - INCEST
FELONIOUS SEXUAL ASSAULT -STA =

16

TOTALS
1
2
1
1
3
24
4
7
1
1
1
14
4
$1
8
13
1
2
1
S
1
3
2
1
2
1
e

40
3
4
1
9
17
$1
1
2
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BRIBERY; OFFICIAL/POLITICAL MA
FELON IN POSSESSION OF DANGERO_
ISSUING BAD CHECKS
DISORDERLY CONDUCT
DRIVING WHILE INTOXICATED
AGGRAVATED DRIVING WHILE INTOX
DRIVING WHILE INTOXICATED (2ND
ALCOHOLISM - PROTECTIVE CUSTODENDANGERING WELFARE OF CHILD/I
UNLAWFUL POSSESSION OF ALCOHOL
TRANSPORTING ALCOHOLIC BEVERAG
HABITUAL RUNAWAY JUVENILE
RUNAWAY JUVENILE
CRIMINAL TRESPASS
CRIMINAL HISTORY CHECK
POSSESSION AND USE OF TOBACCO
RUBBISH (ILLEGAL DEPOSIT)
CONTRIBUTING TO DELINQUENCY OF
UNRULY JUVENILE
VIOLATION OF PROTECTIVE ORDER;
Negligent Driving
VIOLATION OF PROBATION OR PARO
REMEDIES; LANDLORD-TENANT DISP
BENCH WARRANT
FAIL TO APPEAR; DEFAULT TO REC
FUGITIVE FROM JUSTICE
CRIMINAL LIABILITY FOR CONDUCT
CONSPIRACY TO COMMIT
RECKLESS CONDUCT;PLACE ANOTHER
UNSWORN FALSIFICATION
FALSE REPORT TO LAW ENFORCEMEN
OBSTRUCTING REPORT OF CRIME OR
RESISTING ARREST OR DETENTION
ESCAPE
BAIL JUMPING
HARASSMENT ESCAPE; FAILURE TO REPORT

17

1
5
37
11
10
4
2
15
1
16

Ww

So
mrs
ahd
pag
lala
tee
irscke
heehee
ded
Neh
ae
paso
tary
Sree

1
1
2
4
1
1
8
3
1
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ASSIST PUBLIC
PRISONER SECURITY
DISTURBANCE
CIVIL WARRANT
CAPIAS
K-9
UNTIMELY OR UNATTENDED DEATH
SUICIDE
ATTEMPTED SUICIDE
MISSING PERSON
ANIMAL INVOLVED INCIDENTS
MOTORIST ASSIST
RECOVERED PROPERTY
INVOLUNTARY EMERGENCY ADMISSIO
POLICE INFORMATION
DEPARTMENT ASSIST
DOMESTIC DISTURBANCE
WELFARE CHECK
LOST OR MUTILATED PLATES
HABITUAL OFFENDER
ABANDONING A VEHICLE
OPERATING WITHOUT A VALID LICE
DRIVERS LICENSE PROHIBITIONS
DRIVING AFTER REVOCATION OR SU
CONDUCT AFTER AN ACCIDENT
FAILURE TO REPORT INJURY TO DO
SPEED
RECKLESS OPERATION
Vehicular Assault
DRUG INVESTIGATION
DOG A MENACE, NUISANCE OR VICI
BOUNDARY DISPUTE
SERVICE OF COURT SUMMONS
ARREST ON A WARRANT
ASSIST PUBLIC
TRANSPORT IEA
SERVE PROTECTIVE ORDER

18
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COMPUTER INVESTIGATION
COMPUTER INVESTIGATION, ASSIST
SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY
JUVENILE TRANSPORT
PRISONER TRANSPORT
SERVE DOMESTIC VIOLENCE ORDER
TOTALS

35

19
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OFFICE OF THE SHERIFF
COUNTY

OF CARROLL

Te LEPHONE
(603) 539-2284

P.O. Box 190

OSSIPEE, NH 03864
E-MAIL
CARROLL@NH.ADELPHIA.NET

Scorn A. CARR
Hich SHerire

1-800-552-8960
FAX NUMBER
(603) 339-7506

To: Captain Jon Hebert
From: Detective-Sergeant Michael Santuccio
RE: 2007 Felony Statistics
Captain,
Here are the final felony statistics for the Carroll County Sheriff's Office for the year
2007.

Aggravated Felonious Sexual Assault
Felonious Sexual Assault
Second Degree Assault
Assault by Prisoner
Burglary
Theft

aN

Forgery

Unauthorized Use of Propelled Vehicle
Identity Fraud
Criminal Mischief
Possession of Controlled Drugs
Sale of Controlled Drugs
Felon in Possession of Dangerous Weapons
Issuing Bad Checks
DWI AGG
Fugitive from Justice
Criminal Liability for Conduct of Another

~

—

Escape

Department Assist
Habitual Offender

RK
DAW
NRK
WN
Lh
HhNW
Ke
Wek
NR
WON
RK

Total

107

pest

2
}

rp YA3 ee

tj

bop 3 ane

Detecnve: Sergeant ld: Santuccio
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CIVIL DIVISION ANNUAL

REPORT

As 2007 closes out, the Civil Division saw another year of growth in service of

civil process. From 2006 to 2007 the division experienced just over a 14% increase in
total service. This also reflects an increase in revenue generated by the service of civil
process.

The civil division processed and served a total of 2,544 writs in 2007. The
specific breakdown is as follows:

Bulky
Completion
Mechanics Lien
Trustee Attachment
Writ of Attachment
Demand for Rent
Eviction Notice
Landlord Tenant Writ
Notice to Quit
Writ of Possession
Motion
Order of Notice
OOS
Other
Petition
RO Equity

3
89
17
17
91
65
18
178
160
78
AZ
420
108
40
311
12

Small Claims

208

Subpoena
Writ of Execution
Writ of Replevin
Writ of Summons

95
135
10
477
2544

The Civil Division turned over a total of $60,000.00 to the Carroll County
Commissioners General Fund account as revenue received from the service of civil
process. As of December 31, 2007 the Civil Division maintained $ 453.33 on hand and
$7431.43 in the bank. There remains owed a total of $262.00 from outstanding invoices.
The Civil Division collected $77,753.11 from Writs of Execution, from this
amount; $3,557.16 was turned over to the County in fees.
With this increased productivity, the Civil Division also welcomed a new face. Michelle

McDormand came to our staff in October 2007 and has been a valuable addition. As
always I want to thank all the deputies and staff for their hard work and professionalism
as we serve the citizens of Carroll County. I also thank Sheriff Scott Carr, Captain Jon
Hebert and Lieutenant Domenic Richardi for their continued leadership and guidance
during my tenure with the Sheriff's Office.
Respectfully submitted,
Thomas J. Riley
Corporal
ml
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K-9 UNIT ANNUAL REPORT
The Carroll County K9 unit had a very successful year for 2007. K9 Edge and I
continued to serve law enforcement agencies in Carroll County and throughout the State
of New Hampshire. Edge will soon be 5 years old and continues to excel in his narcotics
detection. He is in the prime of his career as a working dog and his success are a true
testament of the K9 team’s hard work and training over the past year.

The Sheriff's Office again received numerous requests in 2007 for K9 assistance.
Assists occurred throughout various towns in Carroll county including, Ossipee,
Wakefield, Bartlett, Wolfeboro, Madison, Conway, Tamworth, and additional searches

for Probation and Parole. Edge and I assisted in several multi jurisdictional searches
working with other K9 teams and often was the primary search dog due to his experience
and success.
Edge had numerous seizures in the county, including his largest to date.
This was a single find with a substantial quantity of cocaine and marijuana with over
$47,000.00 of cash.
Edge and I continue to enjoy doing public demonstrations and classes.
Presentations provide a forum to educate the community on the use of K9’s in law
enforcement as well as understanding how a detection dog works. Children and adults
are able to view the K9 cruiser and equipment used by the K9 team. These presentations
usually end in Edge’s favorite part, which is when he gets to show of his stuff during a
controlled narcotic search.
Edge and I continue to train with Working Dog Foundation with other K9 teams
from various towns in New Hampshire, Maine and Massachusetts. Edge again certified
with the United States Police Canine Association (USPCA Region 9) in narcotics
detection. We also attended a week long Canine Narcotics Operations school hosted by
the multi jurisdictional Counter Drug Task Force Training which was through a
partnership between the Florida National Guard and St. Petersburg College. The course
was challenging for both of us and as a team we excelled at the tasks given to us.
The Carroll County Sheriff's Office K9 unit continues to work hard on our skills
and our expertise so that we are successful in our efforts and dedication to eliminating
drugs in our communities and making Carroll county a great place to live.

Respectfully submitted,

Deputy Brittany Perley
K-9 Officer
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COMMUNICATIONS

DIVISION 2007

The Communications Division has continued to be professional and deliver the
needed resources to the People of Carroll County. The Office has been able to keep
people that possess a dedication to the responsibilities of the job at hand. The Division is
a mix of new and prior Communication Specialists (C/S), along with part time personnel.
The job of the Communications Specialist can be very stressful and menial at times.
The continued rollercoaster of calls, tasks and hours, in itself is very stressful. It takes a
certain person to be able to perform at this level and continue wanting to do this year in
and year out. This agency has been fortunate to have a group of people like this. I would
like to thank them all for a job well done.
The Division is continuing to grow with technology and updates of the system.
With these changes the C/S, is always learning and adapting to changes. These changes
include radio towers, the Open Fox system f/n/a SPOTS. There are continuous updates
being completed for Mutual Aide communications, maps, NCIC inputs, policies, and
procedures.
The Milton Fire Department is once again being dispatched from this Division, at the
time ofthis report Wakefield Police Department is now being dispatched by this Division.
We welcome them both and hope to provide the resources necessary for their agencies.
The Division also does a number of record checks for the Carroll County Attorney’s
Office, and the Carroll County House of Corrections.
I would like to Congratulate, Tracy Waterman for being appointed Assistant
Communications Supervisor. She has shown dedication and the ability to perform the
job well. She provides skills in a management area that is necessary to assist in the
supervision of the Division.
Thanks to all the Deputies and Support Staff for all their assistance throughout the
year. It is necessary for people to work together to accomplish a goal. I believe that this
Division and Office have successfully done that.
Thanks to Sergeant R. David Myers for his continued effort to keep the computers
and radios updated and running.
Thanks to Captain Jon Hebert for another year of his continued assistance and
guidance. He has been a great resource for the varied duties and tasks performed by the
Carroll County Sheriffs Office.
Sheriff, Scott Carr continues to lead the Office with his dedication to the People
of Carroll County. He also remains dedicated to providing his employees with a good
working environment, training, and equipment.

Respectfully Submitted,
Domenic M. Richardi
Lieutenant
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OFFICE OF THE SHERIFF
COouNTY OF CARROLL
P.O. Box 190

Ossipee, NH 03864
Fax - (603) 539-7506

(603) 539-2284
1-800-552-8960

Scott A. CARR
HIGH SHERIFF

2007 CALL TOTALS
2006

2007

Calls for Service

78,154

71,834

Radio Transmissions

295,766

298,816

Phone Calls Received

87,060

108,360

Fire Department Tones

2,129

2,171

Rescue Squad Tones

1,744

2,058

New Hampshire State Police Open Fox Terminal Totals

Transaction Hours

Input
Output

75,114
167,912

81,178
180,715

Total Transactions

243,026

261,893
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Communication

Division

2007 CALL TOTALS

Calls for Service

71,834

Radio Transmissions

298,816

Phone Calls Received

108,360

Fire Department Tones

2,171

Rescue Squad Tones

2,058

New Hampshire State Police Open Fox Terminal Totals

Transaction Hours

Input
Output

81,178
180,715

Total Transactions

261,893
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2007 YEAR END TOTALS
Night Counter

51,887

Day Counter

122,670

Evening Counter

124,259

911 Phones

4,206

Business Phones

42,595
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2007 YEAR END TOTALS
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WARRANT

SERVICE AND PRISONER TRANSPORTATION

2007 the Sheriff’s Office again experienced an increase in the number of prisoner
transports as compared to 2006. In 2006, we transported 1258 persons. Transporting
prisoners has become a major component in the Warrants and Transport Division that it
requires all of the Sheriff’s Office personnel at times to become involved in the process.
Below are listed the number oftransports that the Sheriffs Office provided, and their
respected categories:

Prisoner Transports:
Juvenile Transports:
Involuntary Admissions:

1162
52
94

Total:

1308

In addition to transportation services increasing, the Agency made a total of 300 arrests.
The arrest number is lower than 2006, however, the number of transports has increased to

offset the lower number of arrest. The Agency did see a larger number of criminal arrests
than in 2006.
The categories for the arrest as follows:

Civil:

Capias:
Marital:
Other Arrest:

Total:

175

72
3
48

3000

The Agency performs its duties with the highest level of professionalism and continues
to provide the best quality of services for the people of Carroll County. It’s our mission
statement at the Office of the Sheriff to dedicate our lives to provide the public with the
highest-level of integrity and ethics that the citizens deserve.
So, it’s our honor to conduct ourselves in an honest and sincere manner, and this comes

with great leadership that Sheriff Carr has demonstrated to the fine citizens of Carroll
County.

Respectfully submitted,
Corporal Scott A. Frost
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JAIL AND HOUSE OF CORRECTION REPORT 2007
A. TOTAL NUMBER OF INMATES BOOKED IN 2006 AND HELD OVER INTO
2007.

1.
2.
3.
4.

HELD
COMM
HELD
COMM

ADULT MALES---------- 34
ADULT MALES -------- 23
ADULT FEMALES ------ 3
ADULT FEMALES ---3

DAYS
DAYS
DAYS
DAYS

SERVED
SERVED
SERVED
SERVED

IN
IN
IN
IN

2007
2007
2007
2007

--- 4365
--- 2148
--79
--- 287

B. TOTAL NUMBER OF MALES BOOKED IN 2007
1. HELD ADULT MALES -------- 604.
2. COMM. ADULT MALES ------ 138

DAYS SERVED IN 2007 --- 11816
DAYS SERVED IN 2007 --- 7381

C. TOTAL NUMBER OF FEMALES BOOKED IN 2007
1. ADULT FEMALES HELD ----- 148
2. ADULT FEMALES COMM --- 48

DAYS SERVED IN 2007 --- 2086
DAYS SERVED IN 2007 --- 2224

D. TOTAL NUMBER OF MALE AND FEMALE BOOKINS
1. TOTAL 2007 BOOKINGS ----- 938

DAYS SERVED IN 2007 — 23507

E. TOTAL NUMBER OF MALE AND FEMALE BOOKINGS, PLUS CARRY
OVERS FROM 2006.
1. TOTAL OF INMATES HANDLED IN 2007 ---------------------------- 1001
2. TOTAL OF ALL TIME SERVED IN 2007 ------------------------------ 30386
3. TOTAL NUMBER OF MEALS SERVED 2007 ------------------------ 104025
F. BREAKDOWN

OF INMATE AGE GROUPS:

TMs RID AR SGOLD pe orerereteessctenebteotren
tore
OER SOPORIEARS OU
etre eae
BL PU SAVANE: BLL
ont Geep pk 2 eal
BUESG rey ARO eee
ntearteenare
SMRAGE ISS MEARS OLDip fee eens ect reer one
ep de 6 ty
UTE) Beet At rt Cirle irae
4] deg y BUOY MEGS WE Dears ke hth alee mata
RAR OOVER ATE MEMORRIT[) ne reenter
OME T CTTATROETA RCs bie ots ieee more eee

62
286
179
230
128
30
3
2
920

G. THE FOLLOWING IS A LIST OF ALLEGED CRIMES COMMITTED BY
INMATES THAT WERE CONFINED IN THE CARROLL COUNTY JAIL AND
HOUSE OF CORRECTION IN 2007.
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Mountain View Nursing Home
In 2007, the Mountain View Nursing Home continued its mission of providing quality
health care in its 103-bed intermediate and skilled nursing care facility.
There were several notable events in 2007. The first was a state survey inspection that
brought focus to the physical plant and equipment. Numerous small projects and several
large projects brought the facility into compliance Three of the four bathing tubs were
replaced, the tile floors in the tub rooms were either replaced or received significant
repairs, the hand rails in the hallways were replaced, we replaced ceiling tiles throughout
the facility, the lobby lighting was upgraded, the cooking range was replaced, all the
resident room doors were upgraded with positive latch devices, and sprinklers were
added or relocated. Second, the maintenance staff, independent of the survey, had
brought focus on the need to replace the boilers and one of the hot water tanks. All of
these projects came at considerable expense and drew attention to the declining condition
of the facility. It is generally recognized that the physical plant is no longer adequate for
its intended use and must be addressed. To this end, the County Commissioners and the
County Delegation funded a study to explore the future of Mountain View Nursing
Home. This study will be ongoing into 2008.

The other notable event is that we enjoyed the first summer in the beautiful Garden Walk
that was constructed last year. I am excited to report that the garden has turned out to be
everything that was hoped for and then some. Residents, their families and visitors, and
the staff are out in the garden everyday that the weather permits. It has become our
summer living room. The highlight of the season was the formal dedication in September.
It was a genuinely special day where we were able to experience the out of doors at
Mountain View as we never had before. It highlighted the easy and comfortable access
the garden provides for the residents as they moved about finding comfortable spaces to
enjoy the good food, the good music, and especially good friends.
Meeting the needs of our residents with their increasingly complex needs is challenging
in the best of circumstances but made all the more so in an outdated, inadequate facility.
Yet the residents of Mountain View receive excellent care. And this is a testament to the
excellent staff — it is they that make Mountain View so special, not the brick and mortar —
and I want to take this opportunity to recognize them for their hard work and dedication
and to thank them for all they do to make Mountain View so special.
Respectfully submitted,
Forrest W. Painter
Administrator
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CARROLL COUNTY HUMAN SERVICES
The responsibilities of the department remained the same: monitoring of and
accounting for the funds expended for the local unit share of the cost of Old Age
Assistance, Aid to the Permanently and Totally Disabled, Elderly and Adult Services, and
Board and Care of Children. The county also shares programmatic responsibilities with
the state in the area of Board and Care of Children.

The arrangements with the state are scheduled to change in the coming year.
Legislation passed by the state legislature in 2007 (House Bill 2) will alter the existing
relationship between the county and the state. Not since 1986 has the legislature made
such a sweeping and significant change. HB2 terminates the county’s participation in Old
Age Assistance, Aid to the permanently and Very Disabled, Board and Care of Children,
and the provider payments portion of Elderly and Adult services. On the other hand, the
county will assume 100% of the responsibility for Intermediate Nursing Care and Home
and Community Based Care, up to an amount referenced in the legislation as a hold
harmless amount. This is an amount which essentially limits the county liability to no
more than it would have been under the previous arrangement.
In addition to monitoring and accounting for funds, the Department administered
the grant program to provide incentive funds for Juvenile Prevention Programs. The
grant funds are provided to the county through the state general fund. The County
receives grant applications and a panel of eight reviews the proposals and makes funding
awards. The panel members for the review cycle were: for the Carroll County
Delegation, Representative Carolyn Brown; the County Commissioners, Marge Webster,
David Sorensen, and Peter Olkkola; for the State of New Hampshire, Myriam Roeder,

Andre Blaise, and Justine Oktavec. The position of the eighth member, elected at-large
by the other seven, was filled by Chief Ken Fifield, Wakefield Police Department.
Respectfully submitted,
Forrest W. Painter
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Registry of Deeds Report
The Registry’s actual income for 2007 was $992,540.00 (including surcharge for Registry
of Deeds equipment of $35,811.00) which represents $117,240.00 under projected income of
$1,110,240.00.

This deficit is a direct reflection of the economic trends in real estate both in

New Hampshire and nationally.
In 2007 the “labor intensive” services of the Registry generated income from the
following sources: Document Recording ($508,082.41), Customer Copying ($109,670.27) and
FAX Services ($12,204.00) produced a total income of $629,956.68. The 4% commission
retained by the County for the collection of the New Hampshire real estate transfer tax was
$306,255.00. Bank interest earned was $20,156.00.
The total number of documents recorded in 2007 was 18,377 this represents a decrease of
2,177 from 2006. The anticipated revenue for 2008 has been reduced to $900,000.00 due to the

unpredictability of real estates sales and related documents.
A chart showing the Document Instrument Count by town provides an opportunity to
compare activity. Bear in mind, the chart includes all types of documents not just deeds and
mortgages. A separate chart shows a break down , by town, of Mortgages, Deeds Foreclosures,
IRS Liens and Financial Statements (UCC Forms). This chart does not include the many other
real estate related documents which we record. As I write this report, the traditional real estate
market in Carroll County appears to be somewhat uncertain. National news reports indicate a
declining economy. It is therefore very difficult to predict the future for 2008.
In addition to the daily business activity, the Registry staff has been able to devote more
time to our responsibility as archivists of the valuable historic document volumes and plan
books. We now have the Grantor and Grantee indices from 1840 to present date available in our
computer system and continue to scan in the oldest volumes. Our Registry of Deeds is
committed to having both hard copy (books) and computerized records. We are currently
consolidating 900 volumes into a double sided paged format, saving space for an additional 450
volumes which will provide space for the next four years. Note: The Registry staff takes their
archival responsibilities very seriously and is producing top quality results at the lowest costs
through advances in technology.

Together we have improved our physical working space which has allowed us to make a
designated area for plan/survey research including all of the original plan/survey volumes as well
as Town tax maps, highway plans and framed topographical mapping of the entire County. This
has also allowed us to create a room for holding real estate closings which gives them much
needed privacy.
It has been a privilege to be supported by dedicated and experienced staff who strive to
provide our County with utmost pride in their work. I would like to thank the business office for
all their guidance during the year. I also express my appreciation to the County Commissioners
and Delegation Members for the courtesy they have extended to me.

Respectfully submitted,
Ann P. Aiton
Register of Deeds
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2007 Report of UNH Cooperative Extension — Carroll County Office

UNH Cooperative Extension provides New Hampshire citizens with researchbased education and information, enhancing their ability to make informed decisions
that strengthen youth, families, communities, sustain natural resources, and improve the
economy.
A professional staff of five educators works out of the Carroll County Extension Office
located in Conway. Additional support is provided through trained volunteers who assist
with Extension programs and increase our outreach capabilities. Our staff also works with
specialists on the UNH campus to design and conduct educational programs that meet
societal, environmental and economic needs. While many of our programs are conducted
locally, we also use current communications technology including computer networking
and interactive television. As part of the national land-grant university system, we also
access the knowledge and expertise of other state land-grant universities throughout the
United States.
Cooperative Extension derives its name from the partnership structure, which combines
federal, state and county funding. This “cooperative” effort ensures all people have local
access to their state university and the knowledge and resources available to address
needs and problems. The principle partner is the University of New Hampshire. As a state
land-grant university, it is charged by Congress to conduct resident instruction, research,
and outreach to people beyond the classroom. Educational programs are designed
to respond to the local needs of citizens through direction and support of an elected
volunteer advisory council.
Educational programs and assistance are objective, informal and practical in
nature; most are at no direct-cost or low-cost for participants. Clients’ needs are met
through phone calls, letters and printed materials, hands-on workshops, on-site visits,
seminars and conferences, and up-to-date web sites. Our staff is able to respond quickly
with needed information, keeps up-to-date on the latest research and information, and
works collaboratively with many agencies and organizations.
Educational Programs in Carroll County:
Agricultural Resources — Tina Savage
UNH Cooperative Extension improved awareness of local agricultural production
through an Agricultural Tent at the Sandwich Fair, which included agricultural
demonstrations, free local product sampling and a Farms of Carroll County booklet. The
goal of the Ag Tent is to encourage Carrol] County residents to purchase locally grown
products; assist producers with increased sales of products; and, help county residents
understand the value of open space.
While picking and washing surplus fresh vegetables from the Sherman Farm’s fields,
72 volunteers for the Master Gardener Veggie Volunteer Program (VVP), had the
opportunity to see a working farm in operation, tour the dairy and livestock facility, and
gain the satisfaction of helping others in the community. These volunteers contributed a
total of 492 hours to the VVP. Collection of vegetables began on July 11" and continued
through the growing season. Produce was weighed and recorded daily; a total of 14,133
pounds of fresh vegetables was collected and distributed with a total value of $21,727.
Recipient organizations reported serving 2,472 vegetable meals weekly, over 8.5 weeks,
which adds up to 21,010 meals, served.
Other successful Carroll County Agricultural programs, workshops, and opportunities
that provided local impact during 2007 were Master Gardener Training, Master Gardeners
Speakers Bureau, Master Gardener Garden Angels, Livestock Production, Livestock First
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Aid, Poultry Management, Fruit and Vegetable Production, Apple and Blueberry Pruning,
Cut Flowers, Soil Testing and Pesticide Use. This list is merely a highlighted roll of
agricultural support offered during this past year.
Family & Consumer Resources — Ann Hamilton
During the past year, several inmates in the Carroll County Jail House of Corrections
benefited from programs in money management and parenting. 100% of the participants
indicated an increase in financial knowledge at the conclusion ofthe financial program.
These programs are very well received by inmates.
Food safety education for food service establishments continues to have considerable
impact. In 2007, 121 food service workers participated in two-hour food safety education
programs while 86 workers successfully finished the national food safety certification
program, ServSafe®. Food safety affects all of our county residents and our visitors.
Workshops were also held to help early childhood professionals enhance their knowledge
of children, guidance of behavior and ways to improve school readiness skills as well
as gain or reinforce skills that enhance their job performance. Certificates documenting
100 training hours were given to 43 participants to use toward New Hampshire childcare
licensing requirements.
In addition, four volunteer parent educators, giving a total of 78 volunteer hours,
taught parenting series in SAU 9 and 13 school facilities. These courses take a parent
commitment of 5 weeks and topics range from parenting of pre-school children through
school-age children. Residents of Ossipee, Tamworth and Conway increased positive
parenting practices through this program.
4-H Youth Development — Dotty Burrows
4-H, your first class at the
University of New Hampshire.
4-H is the youth educational program of UNH Cooperative Extension. The mission
of 4-H is to help youth acquire knowledge, develop life skills and form attitudes to
enable them to become self directing, productive and contributing members of society.
4-H emphasizes the importance of involving youth in the learning process. It is offered
free of charge to youth ages 5-18. Carroll County youth from all cultural and economic
backgrounds are involved in 4-H fun and learning. Members and volunteers live in towns,

cities, farms, and suburbs.

The traditional 4-H club is well represented here in Carroll County. In 2007, there was at
least one active club in almost every Town of Carroll County. Each active club member
participates in local activities, and has opportunities to participate in county, state and
regional activities. Members work with traditional curriculum such as Gardening, Foods
and Nutrition, Clothing and Textiles, Animal Sciences as well as current curricula such as
Aerospace, Marine Science and Dogs.
4-H was involved with schools throughout the county, with school to work programs at
the vocational centers, programs stressing understanding of self and acceptance of others,
and entrepreneurship.
4-H members and the FFA students highlight their year with displays at Sandwich Fair.
The FFA members of Kennett and Kingswood High School participate in an annual
Woodsman’s Field Day at the Sandwich Fair. Events include Bow Saw, Log Roll, Two
Man Cross Cut Saw, Pulp Toss, Cord Wood Split, Dot Splitting, and Tree Identification.
These types of activities strengthen important life skills for 4-H and FFA members such
as teamwork, time management, goal setting, communication and self-esteem.
Carroll County Juvenile Justice Project (CCJJP)
Ann Hamilton and Dotty Burrows have been very involved with this one-year planning
project.
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The goals ofthis project are:
l.
To work collaboratively all over the county identifying juvenile
justice problems and solutions.
te
To develop a strategic plan that addresses prevention, intervention,
and treatment.
aM
To involve youth in this process and in prevention and early
intervention activities.
The vision ofthis is that Carroll County responds to the needs of youth and families who
are involved in, or at-risk for becoming involved in the juvenile justice system.
During 2007, a strategic plan has been formulated that addresses the needs of youth
in Carroll County. This includes youth that are “already in” and “at risk for becoming
involved in” the juvenile justice system. This plan was developed by a team effort that
included county data, county schools, county teens, county justice professionals, and
county residents. The next phase will be to plan and implement this vision.
The Carroll County Juvenile Justice Project is supported by a grant from the NH State
Advisory Group of Juvenile Justice and the US Department of Justice, Office for Juvenile
Justice and Delinquency Prevention.
Forestry Resources — Wendy Scribner
An estimated 954 individuals received direct assistance through telephone calls,
publications distributed, one-to-one visits and group meetings. Of this number 722
individuals attended 22 workshops covering a range of topics including Logging for
Foresters, Research at the Bartlett Experimental Forest, NH Tree Farm Field Day, Current
Use, Sugar Maple Health, Forestland Management, Caring for your Land, Know Your
Woodlot, Tree and Shrub Identification, Choosing the Trees to Cut, Biomass Harvesting,
Forest Laws for Municipal Officials, Fundamentals of Forestry, and NH Timber
Harvesting Laws.
Wendy is presently the Carroll County Tree Farm Chair. In 2007, the Town of Conway
was recognized as an Outstanding Tree Farm.
At the County Farm this year, Duck boxes were installed in wetland areas to encourage
habitation. Discussion has started with the commissioners regarding enhancing
recreational opportunities on the county farm property. Plans for a timber sale are
currently underway.
Lakes Lay Monitoring Program
The New Hampshire Lakes Lay Monitoring (LLMP) is dedicated to preservation
and sound management of lakes through citizen-based monitoring and research.
Begun at the University of New Hampshire over two decades ago as one of the first
citizens monitoring programs, the LLMP has been directly involved in the initiation
and expansion of volunteer programs in 24 States and 11 countries. The first lake lay
monitoring program in Germany was based on the NH LLMP. Through its integration of
research, outreach and teaching, the LLMP provides valuable data on the lakes of New
Hampshire, broad community service and a unique opportunity for hands-on learning and
employment of students. The program continues to receive local and national recognition
as one of the leading lake monitoring programs in the country. The LLMP is administered
jointly through the Cooperative Extension and the Center for Freshwater Biology at the
University of New Hampshire.
This program is very active here in Carroll County. Water testing, sampling and
observation are constantly being recorded by local county volunteers. Current statistics
are being researched for but not limited to: Conway Lake, Lake Waukegan, Lake
Winnipesauke, Squam Lake, Silver Lake, Dan Hole Pond and others. This program has
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identified environmental needs to sustain the best water quality possible for our residents
and our visitors.
Nutrition Connections — Joanne Knowlton
During the program year, Joanne worked with a variety of youth groups, including the
Ossipee Central School’s Schools Out after-school and summer program, the Head
Start programs in Conway and Ossipee, the Paul School in Wakefield, and the North
Conway Day Care Center. She worked with adults in an assortment of group settings,
which included classes at the Alternative Life Centers in Conway and Wolfeboro, New
Horizons, and the county food pantries, as well as one-on-one programming. Lessons
included nutrition, basic food safety, food resource management, and physical activity.
She continued her participation in the Lighten Up NH!; an obesity initiative and the
Nutrition Council of the Gibson Center for Senior Services.
Extension Advisory Council: David Babson, Ossipee; Rep. Tom Buco, Conway;
Carolyn Buskirk, Ossipee; Andrea Capron, Ossipee; Willie Farnum, Tamworth; Paul
Hennigan, Eaton; Steve Knox, Albany; Linda Smith, Silver Lake; Commissioner David
Sorensen, Eaton; Jenny Tapper, Brookfield.
Extension Office Hours are Monday through Friday from 8:00 am to 4:30 pm.
Phone:
603-447-3834
Fax:
603-447-

ayMe Fi
Email:
Mailing Address:

carroll(@ceunh.unh.edu
73 Main Street, PO BOX 1480, Conway, NH

03818
Web Site:

http://extension.unh.edu/

UNH Cooperative Extension programs and policies are consistent with pertinent

Federal and State laws and regulations and prohibits discrimination in all its programs,
activities and employment on the basis of race, color, national origin, gender, religion,
age, disability, political beliefs, sex, sexual orientation, veteran’, marital or family
status. United States Department of Agriculture, University of New Hampshire and New
Hampshire counties cooperating.

Respectfully submitted,
Ann Hamilton

County Office Co-Administrator
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Carroll County Delegation Minutes
February 12, 2007 9:00 AM
County Administration Building

Present:
Representatives Buco, Martin, Denley, Knox, Bridgham, Brown, Patten, Ahlgren, Chandler,
Stevens, Merrow, Heard, Butler, and Cunningham; Commissioners Sorenson, Olkkola and Webster

Chair Rep. Patten opened the Budget Hearing of the Carroll County Delegation at 9:05 am.
Floor opened.
MOTION: Rep. Stevens made a motion to appoint Rep. Chandler as Vice-Chair, seconded by Rep. Brown. All
in favor, motion carried.

Sub-Committees were reviewed:
Sheriff/Dispatch: Chairman: Rep. Ahlgren; Members: Reps. Chandler, Stevens, Bridgham, Buco
County Attorney: Chairman: Rep. Brown; Members: Reps. Merrow, Know, Patten, Bidgham, Cunningham,
Buco
Nursing Home: Chairman: Rep. Chandler; Reps. Brown, Denley, Martin, Butler
Registry of Deeds/Commissioners/Misc.: Chairman: Rep. Patten; Members: Reps. Denley, Ahlgren, Heard,
Butler
Jail/House of Corrections: Chairman: Rep. Stevens; Members: Reps. Brown, Knox, Bidgham, Cunningham

Regional Appropriations: Chairman: Rep. Merrow; Members; Reps. Martin, Heard, Buco
Rep. Buco asked if the Exec. Committee would consider a 1 time 18 month budget as per RSA 31:94-a (optional
fiscal year) and after this budget cycle annual again on the fiscal year. The sub-committee will meet regarding
this and then report back to the Exec. Committee.
Commissioner Sorenson spoke about the nursing home. The commissioners have been spending a considerable
amount of time trying to remedy the issues there. He reviewed the inspection survey received from the State.
There were many issues cited and corrective actions need to be taken by February 25". Action needs to be taken
on this list today because the next meeting is too late. The amount needed to correct the items on the list is
$56,125.00, which does not include an additional $20,000 that is estimated for Electrical work. This price does
not include any money to address the air handler issues. Rep. Merrow asked how often this inspection occurs,
Comm. Sorenson replied that this inspection occurs yearly. Rep. Merrow wanted to know why these items
weren’t discovered sooner, and fixed all along. Comm. Sorenson was unsure why these items were not
discovered sooner by the State. Comm. Sorenson mentioned that this inspection was done by the bureau chief
and was not a routine inspection. Comm. Webster stated that the bureau chief was called and notified to come.
Rep. Chandler asked the Commissioners if they agree with the estimates received and comfortable that they need
to be fixed? Comm. Sorenson stated that they are comfortable with everything just unhappy it waited till this
year. Comm. Sorenson stated that the inspection could of resulted in fines but this has not yet occurred and they
have been given a little bit of time to fix the areas cited. The Commissioners spent many hours with the State
Electrical Inspector and Ossipee Code Enforcement, they cited some issues that need to be fixed nght away and
deferred others that were not as critical and could be fixed at a later date.
There was a discussion regarding the air handlers. Rep. Martin addressed his concerns over the increase in
pneumonia cases at the nursing home; he addressed the air quality issue and wondered whether or not the air
handler issues could be resolved while the building is occupied. Comm. Sorenson feels that this can be fixed
while occupied. The building needs 4 air handlers. The ones currently there are very old and not working
properly. They are looking into cooling air handlers that will help to cool the air in the summer. The
Commissioners are still waiting on Air handler bids. Comm. Olkkola stated that the air handlers are not currently
being used because they pull in cold air from the outside. Rep. Martin addressed the Mildew and roof leak issues.
Comm. Sorenson stated that the leaks are from the 80+ vents on the roof. Many of the collars on the vents were
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cracked, the collars were sealed and there have been no leaks in the last 6 months. Repairing the roofis not a high
priority for this year.

Rep. Bridgham discussed his concerns over the current estimate of approx. $56,000, which only addresses some
of the items, we still have other issues that have not been addressed; he asked the Commissioners if they had any

idea on estimates for the remaining items? Comm. Sorenson answered that they do not and agreed that the total
estimate could be well over the $56,000.00. Rep. Bridgham asked the Commissioners for clarity on what action
they were asking the delegation to take. Comm. Sorenson stated they would like the delegation to make a
decision regarding the $76,000 and they will be back with a request regarding the air handlers at a later date.
There was a discussion regarding the State report and the report received by Grafton County. Rep. Chandler
asked the Commissioners why we cared about the Grafton County report, and not just the state report? Rep.
Chandler asked for the items cited in the state report to be separated from the items cited in the Grafton report.

Comm. Sorenson then discussed their request for a feasibility study. This study would look at the present facility
and what is the best course of action for the County to take, renovate, add on, build a new building or privatize the
nursing home. He stated this would strictly be a study. They estimate the cost to be approximately $35,000; they
have solicited 3 companies for bids and have 2 of the 3 bids back. Rep. Patten requested the company hired for
the study be independent and objective. Comm. Sorenson stated that none of the bidders are local to Carroll
County. Rep. Chandler asked if theses bids were from Construction Companies, he questioned how un-biased
they are going to be with a study they might have the ability to gain from if they were hired to do the work.
Comm. Webster stated that 2 of the bids are from architects not construction Companies. Rep. Merrow
questioned how a construction company comes to a determination regarding privatizing a business. Comm.
Webster stated they asked them to look at demographics, aging county population, etc.
There was a discussion regarding the number of beds and if the County is required to have a specific number.
The Commissioners stated there is no statute requiring the County to have any beds, they also stated the
Commissioners are not looking to increase the number of beds at this time.
The board returned to the topic of improvements being required by the state. Rep. Heard asked if the
improvements are required regardless of the study? Rep. Denley commented on how bad the report from the state
was and questioned what we would do as a County if the study required us to close down the nursing home. He
also questioned how much ‘band-aid’ money we would need to put into the building while we decide what we
should do with the building. Rep. Ahlgren suggested slowing down some of the services provided and suggested
the possibility of closing down wings of the building to minimize doing repairs to the entire facility.
The breakdown of repairs cited by the state, Grafton County and Carroll County was reviewed. The lists are as
follows:
State: Tile floors, door knobs, hand rails, ceiling tiles, sprinklers (cold storage/freezer, oxygen storage, lobby
lighting area), range, parallel bars, curtain holdbacks, oxygen, fire rated drapes, Cable wire molding.
Grafton County: Air Handlers, Storage Unit, kick plates, smoke detectors.
Carroll County: Tilt skillet, biohazard door, exit light, medical records, clean ductwork.
Rep. Patten asked how much money is required to fix the State issues? The total amount for state required repairs
is $69,950. Comm. Sorenson stated that the list presented represents what the County, State and Grafton County
consider critical issues. Rep. Chandler stated he feels they all need to be addressed but the other items can be
addressed as part of the regular budget. There was a discussion regarding how Grafton County got involved;
Grafton County was part of the State plan. The State suggested the County work with Grafton County to keep us
out of jeopardy. Rep. Martin stated he feels it is our obligation to consider everything; Grafton, Carroll and the
State concerns.
There was a discussion regarding where
require a supplemental budget? Comm.
either be added to the budget with early
the money could be taken out of Capitol

the Commissioners would pull the money from or whether this would
Sorenson stated we would not need a supplement budget; money could
spend or removed from Capitol Reserve Fund. The Commissioners feel
Reserve Fund.
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MOTION: Rep. Martin moved to take $76,125 out of Capito] Reserve Fund for repair of the items suggested,
seconded by Cunningham. Open for discussion
Rep. Ahlgren questioned the tilt skillet; he feels this should be part of the regular budget.
Rep. Chandler would like only emergency items to be addressed and the other items can be addressed in
regular part of budget.
The amount of money required for fixes cited by the Carroll County was determined to be $11,175.00.
MOTION: Rep. Stevens moved to reduce the $76,125.00 to be taken out of the Capitol Reserve Fund by
$11,175.00, seconded by Rep. Chandler. Brief discussion ensued. Rep. Denley called the question on the
amendment.

A vote was taken, 6 for, 6 against, motion failed.

A vote was taken on the motion by Rep. Martin to take $76,125 out of the Capitol Reserve Fund, 9 for, 3 against,
motion carried.

Rep. Merrow requested from the Commissioners the State inspection reports for the last 5 years.
Rep. Chandler requested from the Commissioners a copy of the RFP for the feasibility study. There was a brief
discussion; the Commissioners stated the RFP was verbal. It has been requested that the information given
verbally be written down, the delegation, upon receiving a written copy of the RFP will vote on the money for the
feasibility study.
BUDGET PRESENTATIONS:
Mountain View Nursing Home: Forest Painter presented the 2007 Mountain View Nursing Home budget.
Administration: Union Contract is a 1-year contract; they tried for a 3-year contract but were not successful.
$71,712.00 union contract at Mountain View Nursing Home. There are insurance cost savings of $336,901.
There is a new line item ‘contracted services’. This is to hire experts to monitor if the nursing home is with in
state regulations. Total amount budgeted $9500.00; this amount includes quarterly visits. Comm. Olkkola
questioned why we needed an independent firm, we have the state, is the state not enough. Comm. Sorenson
commented he feels we should not eliminate this entirely and should at least have one prior to the state inspection.
Dietary Department: No significant changes. There is a slight increase in food budget because this was under
budget last year. Total amount of food budget increase is $50,000 (from $360,000 to $410,000). Food includes
staff meals and jail meals; this produces revenue on the other side.
Nursing Department: No major changes.
Plant Operations: Two new positions being added. Want to hire one housekeeping position and one
maintenance position. Goal of maintenance position is to hire licensed electrician that can help address some of
the electrical issues that have been discovered.
Laundry Department: No changes.
Physicians and pharmacy: Rate increase for Dr. Lewis. Oxygen increased
Physical Therapy Department: No Significant changes.
Recreational Therapy Department: No significant changes. Slight increase to bus driver payroll, services are
more expensive to provide.
Social Services Department: No significant changes.
Attorney: Attomey Gordon presented the 2007 County Attorneys budget. Line items with significant changes
are listed below.
Salary-Assistant Attorney: Looking to hire additional attorney. Caseloads are significant; there is a desperate
need for and additional attorney. The budget increase for new attorney is $38,500.
Civil Commitment: New line item. Amount budgeted $30,000. This money may not be needed.
Travel Expense: New attorney would result in an increase of $1,000, bringing the total to $5,000.
New Equipment: Looking to purchase a new computer, amount budgeted $6,000, increase of $5,000.
Total Budget: $358,443.00
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Victim Witness: Melissa Smith presented the 2007 Victim/Witness Budget. Victim Witness is under budget.
Decrease in budget is the result of salary decreases. Ms. Smith has less experience than person she recently
replaced resulting in the salary decrease.
Total Budget: $68,153.00
Regional Appropriations: Joan Richardson presented the 2007 Regional Appropriations budget. Primary goal is
to provide support for NRCS. Budget consists of salaries. This department gives $17.00 back to the community
for every $1.00 received. Income side is short $19,000 because of federal money that will not come in this year.
To defer this they have decreased the amount budgeted for an assistant.
Total Budget: 65,931.00

Cooperative Extension: Ann Hamilton presented the 2007 Cooperative Extension Budget. The Cooperative
Extension has returned $33,000 to the County in unexpended money. (Breakdown of returned money; $22,362
salaries, $3,020 fuel fee, $4,100 travel decrease)

Total Budget: $221,486.00
Carroll County Health and Home Care: Mary Ellen LaRoche presented the 2007 Carrol] County Health and
Home Care budget. Ms. LaRoche reviewed the services provided by health and home care. In 2006 they
provided 42,227 hours of service. They are requesting a $5,000 increase for the amount of dollars to raise money
to support low-income programs. Salaries decreased in 2006, asking for 4% increase in salary side in 2007.
Total Budget: $1,463,346.00

MOTION: Rep. Chandler moved to approve the minutes of the December 11, 2006 meeting as written, seconded
by Rep. Martin. All in favor, motion carried.

MOTION: Rep. Chandler moved to go into Convention, seconded by Martin. All in favor, motion carried.
Going into Convention.

MOTION: Rep. Chandler moved that we adopt the minutes of the December 11, 2006 as recommended during
the executive session, seconded by Rep. Brown.

All in favor, motion carried.

MOTION: Rep. Chandler moved to come out of Convention, seconded by Rep. Brown.
carried.

All in Favor, motion

Out of Convention

Meeting adjourned 12:30

key Contyn Vesran Olé

Respectfully Submitted
Jennifer Sonricker, Recording Secretary
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Carroll County Delegation Minutes
March 5, 2007 9:00 AM
County Administration Building

Present:
Representatives Martin, Denley, Knox, Bridgham, Brown, Patten, Ahlgren, Stevens, Merrow,
Heard, and Cunningham; Commissioners Sorenson, Olkkola and Webster

Chair Rep. Patten opened the meeting of the Carroll County Delegation at 9:00 am.
2006 detailed expenditure list was distributed. The cost for printing the detail was $217.70; this should come out
of the delegation budget.
MOTION: Rep. Stevens made a motion to go into convention, seconded by Rep. Cunningham.
motion carried,

All in favor,

In Convention
MOTION: Rep. Stevens made a motion to pay $217.70 invoice out of delegation account, seconded by Rep.
Knox. All in favor, motion carried.

MOTION: Rep. Stevens made a motion come out of convention, seconded by Rep. Cunningham.
motion carried
Out of Convention

All in favor,

Comm. Sorenson highlighted key changes affecting the County in 2007.
e
Everyone at Carroll County complex ts now at 80/20 for health care.
e Dispatch and Sheriff's department are now getting shift differential for second shift and Saturdays. This
is inline with other departments in the County.
e

Mountain View Nursing Home, contract is $71,712.

e

employees.
Healthcare contract is with Harvard Pilgrim. It is a one-year contract, they were trying for 3 years but
members decided that was too long to negotiate. Result is a $336,901 savings on insurance alone.

Includes $0.50 hour increase for union & non-union

There was a request for public input by Honorable David Babson.
e
Request for additional expenses regarding the jail. The original request was made over a year ago and
he is still waiting on an answer. Comm. Webster commented that because of the many issues with the
building, approx. $800,000 came back, free to the County in work outside the contract.
e Regarding the 2006-detailed expenditure list, Honorable Babson asked if this was public information?
He requested to see it 2 weeks ago but was told he couldn’t see it until after the Commissioners
reviewed it. Rep. Patten asked the Commissioners to check and make sure the policy is correct and the
correct policy known by all office personnel.
e
Honorable Babson questioned repair on Barn. He doesn’t recall this was budgeted for last year and
wants to make sure all R.S.A’s are adhered to.
SHERIFF: Shenff Carr reviewed his 2007 budget.
e
Union contract is only new line item.
e
Carr spoke of communication issues department is going to face in the future. Town of Bartlett has
agreed to transfer ownership of repeater to the County. This transfer will require the radio
communication line item (100.4142.069) to increase by $2800. This will cover the paperwork/fees to
FCC to modify license and cover reprogramming cruiser and sheriff department radios so they work
with the new communication system. Rep. Merrow asked if we could sell radio tower space to
Commercial Businesses and produce revenue for the County? Sheriff Carr said no; because the tower
was put up as an emergency telecommunications tower it cannot be used for Commercial enterprise.
Discussion ensued regarding local town Ordinances regarding the tower. Rep. Patten requested the
Federal Rule regarding this.
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e

e

Rep. Denley questioned insurance line (100.4142.012). He wanted to know why we are budgeting
$5,000 more than last year when we used $25,000 less than what was budgeted for last year. Sheriff
Cart explained that the Sheriffs department had a lot of turnover last year resulting mn lower insurance
costs. He explained he has budgeted for what they intend to use, 1f they experience high turnover again
this year this line item will be over budgeted again.
Rep. Denley questioned telephone line (100.4142.068). He wants to know why we used $11,539.11 in
2006 but budgeted for $22,900 this year. Shenff Carr explained that the delegation had questioned
which line items things were being paid out of; items were shifted to different line items to bring things
more inline with delegation requests. Sheriff Carr explained that the $22,900 pays for pagers, digital
recorder coming into dispatch, NICE service contract, misc. labor, Internet access, phone service

e

e

e

e

e

contract and Verzon telephone bill.
Rep. Heard questioned line item 100.4140.007, Salary-Deputies. She wanted to know why this line item
increased so much. Sheriff Carr explained the major increase was due to the Union contract, shift
differential and wage increases. Sheriff Carr also addressed line item 100.4140-008, Salary - Special
Deputies; he explained that the bailiffs are paid out of this and last April the Sheriffs department took
over court security at two additional courts. This was not covered under the Shenffs department before.
He explained that this is returned to the County on the revenue side. Rep. Ahlgren asked if the number
budgeted represented additional hours? Sheriff Carr explained that there are no additional hours. After
a brief discussion and a few calculations the result was Deputies received a 14% increase and Dispatch a
12.78% increase. Rep. Heard asked if the department receives a 14% increase ever year? Shenff Carr
went onto explain that a majority of the increase was a result of the shift differential. Shenff Carr went
onto to explain the details of the shift differential: additional money for work between 3pm and 7am,
weekends receive shift differential on all three shifts. Shift differential is inline with the jail and the
nursing home. He also explained that Deputies are not paid to be on call, they are paid if they are called.
Medical insurance line item was discussed. Shenff Carr explained there are 22 people between Dispatch
and Sheriffs department electing to have medical insurance. Comm. Webster mentioned that every year
they look at other options for medical insurance and put it out for bid. Rep. Patten mentioned that the
old insurance for the Sheriffs department required 100% participation — some employees opted not to
have coverage but the County still had to pay for the coverage. The insurance contract was renegotiated, some of the benefits were reduced but premiums stayed the same and the plan did not require
100% participation. Rep. Ahlgren asked if the County had looked into health savings accounts? If
eligible this could result in great fee decreases for the County. The Commissioners have not but are
interested in receiving more information regarding health savings accounts.
There was a discussion regarding meals. Currently there is money budgeted for meals received from the
nursing home. Rep. Stevens asked why we are paying for employee meals? Comm. Webster answered
this is the history. Comm. Sorenson said they had tried to collect money in the past but it became an
issue with regard to collecting money and accounting. Rep. Heard said maybe it is time to change
history — with the upcoming increases in the Town budgets we need to pay close attention to everything
we budget. There was a consensus among the delegation that there should be no money for meals.
Rep. Merrow questioned Firearms training (line item 100.4140.095), this line item increased from
$2910.00 to $8967.00. Sheriff Carr stated that the Shenffs department needed new equipment. The
equipment needed 1s solely for firearms training.
Rep. Ahlgren asked Sheriff Carr to explain the increase for vehicle expenses (Ime item 100.4140.073).
Sheriff Carr explained that gasoline, tires and accidents are covered under this line item. He has to take
a wild guess on the gasoline expense; with the recent increase in gasoline prices this number is hard to
nail down.

In response to Honorable Babson request regarding the repair of the barn Sheriff Carr gave a breakdown on how
much the repairs were and which account was charged for the repair.
Building Materials - $5103.07 (account: 4193.081)
Sears tools - $380.93

(account: 4140.072)

Food - $140.93 (account 4140.097)
Tools - $358.14 (account: 4140.097)
Matenals - $2289.85 (account: 4140.097)
Electrical - $1528.60 (account: 4140.097
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TREASURER: Treasurer Howard Godfree gave his budget report for 2007. Total budget is $6744.00. He now
has a Deputy Treasurer, Maryellen LaRoche. On revenue side - money on investments is up significantly. Tax
anticipation: 2006 = $23,968.36, 2007 = $50,000.

General Fund Accounts: 2006 = $51,590.38, 2007 = $92,500.

REGISTRY OF DEEDS: Ann Aiton presented the 2007 budget for the registry of deeds. Registry currently has
a space problem. The registry 1s looking to consolidate books by converting to double-sided copies. By doing
this they will be able to gain 450 slots and will not need to order additional volume covers because they can reuse
the extras that resulted from the consolidation. This will result in a $42,440 savings over the next three years.
Rep. Merrow asked about computerizing everything. Mrs. Aiton stated they feel this is a poor idea — hard copies
give us an advantage and they are not considering computerizing. A few key line items were addressed
individually.
4120.038 Postage — recent postage increases have caused this number to increase by $500.00
4120.070 Travel Expenses — 2006 figure only covers employee’s travel to post office and bank. $250.00
increase will provide travel to conference.
4120.089 Copier Expense — this number is being reduced from $5810.000 to $4214.00.
4120.097 New Equipment — If able to do consolidation mentioned above, $4151.00 will be able to be
removed from this line item brining the total to $38, 419.00
Bottom line — if consolidation allowed budget will be decreased to $505,679. Medical insurance increase was
questioned. Comm. Webster stated that with the 80/20 changes, more people elected to take coverage resulting in
the increase.
JAIL: Director Robinson presented the 2007 budget for the Jail. Last year there were 113 inmates, the 2007
budget is based on this number. One new position is being added, salary approx. $30,000, position for monitoring
electronic monitored inmates. The inmate using the electronic monitored system pays the County for its use so
there is revenue incurred from those on electronic monitoring. There was a brief discussion regarding the
electronic monitoring systems. It was suggested that the circumference inmates on the system be allowed to
travel be limited to help minimize costs associated with checking up on inmates. The distance they are allowed to
travel is set by the court not the jail. There was another discussion regarding meals. The meals line item is based
on 107 meals, 3 times a day. Of these meals 7 of them are for staff, the other 100 are for inmates. The resulting
cost for staff meals is $26.827.50 annually. It was questioned if meals were the part of staff contract, the answer
was no, meals are not part of anyone’s contract. Rep. Patten requested the Commissioners for a copy of Director
Robinson’s contract. Rep. Ahlgren questioned why we overspent on line items 6100.005 and 6100.009 (Overtime
and Salaries). Dir. Robinson reported that the huge increases in inmates and the increases in the mental health
inmates (which require 24 hour supervision) caused these increases. Rep. Patten asked the jail to keep track of the
amount of time/money associated with mental health care. This will help the delegation to understand what we
need in the future with regard to mental health. There has been a new line item added, 6100.027 Mental Health,
this number is strictly related to bringing doctors and nurses in to handle mental health cases, the amount
budgeted is $75,000.00.

Rep. Brown questioned the increase in vehicle/lease purchase line (6100.072). Dir. Robinson stated this is for the
purchase of a van from the Sheriffs department for $10,000 and the other $1,378.00 is for the repair of another
vehicle. The vehicles are used for inmate transport.
Rep. Bridgham inquired about what options we have if we set a fixed budget for the jail and they have an increase
in the number of mental health inmates. Rep. Patten stated that if we know they are going to go over in the
upcoming quarters we track it and the delegation might be required to go for a supplemental warrant.
Rep. Patten had to leave at 12:00; Rep. Brown took over as chair.
HUMAN

SERVICES DEPARTMENT: Forest Painter presented the 2007 Human Services department budget.
4190.066 Computer Expense — Increase because State of NH computer change. State change is requinng
Counties to change to be able to talk with State computer.
4190.056 DEAS - Increased do to increase 1n nursing home rates.
4190.070 Travel Expense — Low last year because position was shared resultmg in no travel for the
director.
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Mr. Painter also provided a handout on the Mountain View Nursing Home figures as requested during the last
delegation meeting.

FARM: Comm. Sorenson presented the 2007 Farm budget. There is a $0.50 per hour rate increase. They are
also looking into a part time employee. These increase are reflected under the salary line item — 7100.009.
Medical insurance is down. There is a new line item — Uniform Expense, this is inline with other departments.
Fuel costs are up slightly. The New equipment line item, 7100.097 are set at $4000.00 for the purchase of a new
tiller, culvert and misc. tools. Rep. Ahlgren questioned Farm revenue versus Expense. Comm. Sorenson
commented on this; the farm provides an outlet for our inmates to get out and work, it is a good thing to provide.
Rep. Stevens also commented that if we don’t have the farm and inmates doing the shoveling and plowing we
would need to hire someone to do this.

COMMISIONERS: Commissioner 2007 budget reviewed. There is an increase in wage for staff employees
from between $0.50 to $0.75 per hour. None of the staff takes advantage of the meals offered. Increase in New
Equipment line item 4100.097 for purchase of ergonomically correct desk for secretary. Discussion regarding
Hales Location ensued. There is a $30,000.00 increase for Conway Schools.
MOTION: Rep. Stevens made a motion to adjourn to the cal] of the chair till Monday, March 12, 2007, seconded
by Rep. Knox. All in favor, motion carried.
Meeting adjourned at 12:45 pm to the call of the chair to Monday March 12, 2007.

{
Respectfully Submitted
Jennifer Sonricker, Recording Secretary
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Carroll County Delegation Minutes
March 5, 2007 9:00 AM
County Administration Building

Present:
Representatives Martin, Denley, Knox, Bridgham, Brown, Patten, Ahlgren, Stevens, Merrow,
Heard, and Cunningham; Commissioners Sorenson, Olkkola and Webster

Chair Rep. Patten opened the meeting of the Carroll County Delegation at 9:00 am.

2006 detailed expenditure list was distributed. The cost for printing the detail was $217.70; this should come out
of the delegation budget.
MOTION: Rep. Stevens made a motion to go into convention, seconded by Rep. Cunningham.
motion carried.

All in favor,

In Convention
MOTION: Rep. Stevens made a motion to pay $217.70 invoice out of delegation account, seconded by Rep.
Knox.

Allin favor, motion carried.

MOTION: Rep. Stevens made a motion come out of convention, seconded by Rep. Cunningham.
motion carried
Out of Convention

All in favor,

Comm. Sorenson highlighted key changes affecting the County in 2007.
e
Everyone at Carroll County complex is now at 80/20 for health care.
e Dispatch and Sheriff's department are now getting shift differential for second shift and Saturdays. This
is inline with other departments in the County.
e

Mountain View Nursing Home, contract is $71,712.

e

employees.
Healthcare contract is with Harvard Pilgrim. It is a one-year contract, they were trying for 3 years but
members decided that was too long to negotiate. Result is a $336,901 savings on insurance alone.

Includes $0.50 hour increase for union & non-union

There was a request for public input by Honorable David Babson.
e
Request for additional expenses regarding the jail. The original request was made over a year ago and
he is still waiting on an answer. Comm. Webster commented that because of the many issues with the
building, approx. $800,000 came back, free to the County in work outside the contract.
e Regarding the 2006-detailed expenditure list, Honorable Babson asked if this was public information?
He requested to see it 2 weeks ago but was told he couldn’t see it until after the Commissioners
reviewed it. Rep. Patten asked the Commissioners to check and make sure the policy is correct and the
correct policy known by all office personnel.
e
Honorable Babson questioned repair on Barn. He doesn’t recall this was budgeted for last year and
wants to make sure all R.S.A’s are adhered to.

SHERIFF: Sheriff Carr reviewed his 2007 budget.
e
Union contract is only new line item.
e
Carr spoke of communication issues department is going to face in the future. Town of Bartlett has
agreed to transfer ownership of repeater to the County. This transfer will require the radio
communication line item (100.4142.069) to increase by $2800. This will cover the paperwork/fees to
FCC to modify license and cover reprogramming cruiser and sheriff department radios so they work
with the new communication system. Rep. Merrow asked if we could sell radio tower space to
Commercial Businesses and produce revenue for the County? Shenff Carr said no; because the tower
was put up as an emergency telecommunications tower it cannot be used for Commercial enterprise.
Discussion ensued regarding local town Ordinances regarding the tower. Rep. Patten requested the
Federal Rule regarding this.
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e

Rep. Denley questioned insurance line (100.4142.012).

He wanted to know why we are budgeting

$5,000 more than last year when we used $25,000 less than what was budgeted for last year. Sheriff

e

Carr explained that the Sheriffs department had a lot of turnover last year resulting in lower insurance
costs. He explained he has budgeted for what they intend to use, if they experience high turnover again
this year this line item will be over budgeted again.
Rep. Denley questioned telephone line (100.4142.068). He wants to know why we used $11,539.11 in
2006 but budgeted for $22,900 this year. Sheriff Carr explained that the delegation had questioned
which line items things were being paid out of; items were shifted to different line items to bring things
more inline with delegation requests. Sheriff Carr explained that the $22,900 pays for pagers, digital
recorder coming into dispatch, NICE service contract, misc. labor, Internet access, phone service

e

e

e

e

e

contract and Verizon telephone bill.
Rep. Heard questioned line item 100.4140.007, Salary-Deputies. She wanted to know why this line item
increased so much. Sheriff Carr explained the major increase was due to the Union contract, shift
differential and wage increases. Sheriff Carr also addressed line item 100.4140-008, Salary - Special
Deputies; he explained that the bailiffs are paid out of this and last April the Sheriffs department took
over court security at two additional courts. This was not covered under the Shenffs department before.
He explained that this is returned to the County on the revenue side. Rep. Ahlgren asked if the number
budgeted represented additional hours? Sheriff Carr explained that there are no additional hours. After
a brief discussion and a few calculations the result was Deputies received a 14% increase and Dispatch a
12.78% increase. Rep. Heard asked if the department receives a 14% increase ever year? Sheriff Carr
went onto explain that a majority of the increase was a result of the shift differential. Sheriff Carr went
onto to explain the details of the shift differential: additional money for work between 3pm and 7am,
weekends receive shift differential on all three shifts. Shift differential is inline with the jail and the
nursing home. He also explained that Deputies are not paid to be on call, they are paid if they are called.
Medical insurance line item was discussed. Sheriff Carr explained there are 22 people between Dispatch
and Sheriffs department electing to have medical insurance. Comm. Webster mentioned that every year
they look at other options for medical insurance and put it out for bid. Rep. Patten mentioned that the
old insurance for the Sheriffs department required 100% participation — some employees opted not to
have coverage but the County still had to pay for the coverage. The insurance contract was renegotiated, some of the benefits were reduced but premiums stayed the same and the plan did not require
100% participation. Rep. Ahlgren asked if the County had looked into health savings accounts? If
eligible this could result in great fee decreases for the County. The Commissioners have not but are
interested in receiving more information regarding health savings accounts.
There was a discussion regarding meals. Currently there is money budgeted for meals received from the
nursing home. Rep. Stevens asked why we are paying for employee meals? Comm. Webster answered
this is the history. Comm. Sorenson said they had tried to collect money in the past but it became an
issue with regard to collecting money and accounting. Rep. Heard said maybe it is time to change
history — with the upcoming increases in the Town budgets we need to pay close attention to everything
we budget. There was a consensus among the delegation that there should be no money for meals.
Rep. Merrow questioned Firearms training (line item 100.4140.095), this line item increased from
$2910.00 to $8967.00. Sheriff Carr stated that the Sheriffs department needed new equipment. The
equipment needed is solely for firearms traiming.
Rep. Ahlgren asked Sheriff Carr to explain the increase for vehicle expenses (line item 100.4140.073).
Sheriff Carr explained that gasohine, tires and accidents are covered under this line item. He has to take
a wild guess on the gasoline expense; with the recent increase in gasoline prices this number ts hard to
nail down.

In response to Honorable Babson request regarding the repair of the barn Sheriff Carr gave a breakdown on how
much the repairs were and which account was charged for the repair.
Building Materials - $5103.07 (account: 4193.081)
Sears tools - $380.93 (account: 4140.072)
Food - $140.93 (account 4140.097)
Tools - $358.14 (account: 4140.097)
Matenals - $2289.85 (account: 4140.097)
Electrical - $1528.60 (account: 4140.097
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TREASURER: Treasurer Howard Godfree gave his budget report for 2007. Total budget is $6744.00. He now
has a Deputy Treasurer, Maryellen LaRoche. On revenue side - money on investments is up significantly. Tax
anticipation: 2006 = $23,968.36, 2007 = $50,000. General Fund Accounts: 2006 = $51,590.38, 2007 = $92,500.

REGISTRY OF DEEDS: Ann Aiton presented the 2007 budget for the registry of deeds. Registry currently has
a space problem. The registry 1s looking to consolidate books by converting to double-sided copies. By doing
this they will be able to gain 450 slots and will not need to order additional volume covers because they can reuse
the extras that resulted from the consolidation. This will result in a $42,440 savings over the next three years.
Rep. Merrow asked about computerizing everything. Mrs. Aiton stated they feel this is a poor idea — hard copies
give us an advantage and they are not considering computerizing. A few key line items were addressed
individually.
4120.038 Postage — recent postage increases have caused this number to increase by $500.00
4120.070 Travel Expenses — 2006 figure only covers employee’s travel to post office and bank. $250.00
increase will provide travel to conference.
4120.089 Copier Expense — this number is being reduced from $5810.000 to $4214.00.
4120.097 New Equipment — If able to do consolidation mentioned above, $4151.00 will be able to be
removed from this line item brining the total to $38, 419.00

Bottom line — if consolidation allowed budget will be decreased to $505,679. Medical insurance increase was
questioned. Comm. Webster stated that with the 80/20 changes, more people elected to take coverage resulting in
the increase.
JAIL: Director Robinson presented the 2007 budget for the Jail. Last year there were 113 inmates, the 2007
budget is based on this number. One new position is being added, salary approx. $30,000, position for monitoring
electronic monitored inmates. The inmate using the electronic monitored system pays the County for its use so
there is revenue incurred from those on electronic monitoring. There was a brief discussion regarding the
electronic monitoring systems. It was suggested that the circumference inmates on the system be allowed to
travel be limited to help minimize costs associated with checking up on inmates. The distance they are allowed to
travel is set by the court not the jail. There was another discussion regarding meals. The meals line item is based
on 107 meals, 3 times a day. Of these meals 7 of them are for staff, the other 100 are for inmates. The resulting
cost for staff meals is $26.827.50 annually. It was questioned if meals were the part of staff contract, the answer
was no, meals are not part of anyone’s contract. Rep. Patten requested the Commissioners for a copy of Director
Robinson’s contract. Rep. Ahlgren questioned why we overspent on line items 6100.005 and 6100.009 (Overtime
and Salaries). Dir. Robinson reported that the huge increases in inmates and the increases in the mental health
inmates (which require 24 hour supervision) caused these increases. Rep. Patten asked the jail to keep track of the
amount of time/money associated with mental health care. This will help the delegation to understand what we
need in the future with regard to mental health. There has been a new line item added, 6100.027 Mental Health,
this number is strictly related to bringing doctors and nurses in to handle mental health cases, the amount
budgeted is $75,000.00.
Rep. Brown questioned the increase in vehicle/lease purchase line (6100.072). Dir. Robinson stated this is for the
purchase of a van from the Sheriffs department for $10,000 and the other $1,378.00 is for the repair of another
vehicle. The vehicles are used for inmate transport.
Rep. Bridgham inquired about what options we have if we set a fixed budget for the jail and they have an increase
in the number of mental health inmates. Rep. Patten stated that if we know they are going to go over in the
upcoming quarters we track it and the delegation might be required to go for a supplemental warrant.
Rep. Patten had to leave at 12:00; Rep. Brown took over as chair.
HUMAN

SERVICES DEPARTMENT: Forest Painter presented the 2007 Human Services department budget.
4190.066 Computer Expense — Increase because State of NH computer change. State change is requinng
Counties to change to be able to talk with State computer.
4190.056 DEAS - Increased do to increase in nursing home rates.
4190.070 Travel Expense — Low last year because position was shared resulting 1n no travel for the
director.
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Mr. Painter also provided a handout on the Mountain View Nursing Home figures as requested during the last
delegation meeting.

FARM: Comm. Sorenson presented the 2007 Farm budget. There is a $0.50 per hour rate increase. They are
also looking into a part time employee. These increase are reflected under the salary line item — 7100.009.
Medical insurance is down. There is a new line item — Uniform Expense, this is inline with other departments.
Fuel costs are up slightly. The New equipment line item, 7100.097 are set at $4000.00 for the purchase of a new
tiller, culvert and misc. tools. Rep. Ahlgren questioned Farm revenue versus Expense. Comm. Sorenson
commented on this; the farm provides an outlet for our inmates to get out and work, it is a good thing to provide.
Rep. Stevens also commented that if we don’t have the farm and inmates doing the shoveling and plowing we
would need to hire someone to do this.
COMMISIONERS: Commissioner 2007 budget reviewed. There is an increase in wage for staff employees
from between $0.50 to $0.75 per hour. None of the staff takes advantage of the meals offered. Increase in New
Equipment line item 4100.097 for purchase of ergonomically correct desk for secretary. Discussion regarding
Hales Location ensued. There is a $30,000.00 increase for Conway Schools.
MOTION: Rep. Stevens made a motion to adjourm to the call of the chair till Monday, March 12, 2007, seconded
by Rep. Knox. All in favor, motion carried.

Meeting adjourned at 12:45 pm to the call of the chair to Monday March 12, 2007.

\
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Respectfully Submitted
Jennifer Sonricker, Recording Secretary
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Carroll County Delegation Minutes
March 12, 2007 9:00 AM
County Administration Building

Present:
Representatives Martin, Denley, Bridgham, Brown, Patten, Ahlgren, Stevens, Merrow, Heard,
Cunningham, Butler and Chandler; Commissioners Sorenson, Olkkola and Webster

Chair Rep. Patten opened the meeting of the Carroll County Delegation at 9:00 am.
2007 budget review continued.

RETIRED SENIOR VOLUNTEER PROGRAM (RSVP) BUDGET:
RSVP Budget was reviewed. Asking for $40,000, this is a $5,000 increase over last year. The increase is due
to gas increases. A history of what RSVP does was given. RSVP works with 74 different non-profit agencies.
The program receives money from the federal government and from the State of NH, they also do extensive
fundraising to offset the money required to operate the organization. There were 53,150 volunteer hours logged
last year and this number is low since all volunteer hours do not always get logged.

Commissioner Sorenson reviewed some recent events regarding the County.
e Another Assistant County Attorney is leaving to go to Strafford County. Delegation might want
to consider a pay increase.
e
Would like to keep the $10,000 for the jails purchase of the van from the Sheriffs department in
the budget. This has changed from a lease to a purchase and 1s greatly needed. One of the uses
of the van will be to transport inmates to Huggins Hospital. Currently a transport to the hospital
can cost the County as much as $1500 per transport.
e Nursing Home Status: Fire Marshall came and looked at the Nursing Home; he agreed with the
State inspection, still waiting on written copy of his report. The report will site the four boilers
and this issue will need to be fixed once the formal report is issued. The Commissioners are
expecting written quotes for the repair next week. Feasibility studies are due by Friday. Rep.
Patten requested the delegation receive a copy of the RFP. Many of the recommendations from
the state inspection have been fixed. The quotes received for cleaning the vents are over what
was budgeted; $5,000 was allocated and the lowest quote is $7,000.
Rep. Patten reported that meals have been removed from all departments in the 2007 budget with the exception of
jail, nursing home and farm. There was a discussion regarding the Assistant County Attorney salary and whether
the amount allocated for the new position was enough to keep people. Comm. Sorenson responded that in the
2007 budget there are no wage increases for the Assistant County Attorneys, the $38,000 is for a new person.
The delegation process was questioned, the question was regarding who’s responsibility it is to determine how
much money is spent and where, the delegation or the Commissioners. After a lengthy discussion RSA 24.14 was
cited, Appropriations by the County convention shall be itemized in detail and the clerk of the convention shall
keep a record. The executive committee of the County shall have the authority to review the expenditures ofthe
County after adoption of the county budget. Such review can occur as voted by the Executive Committee but no
less than quarterly each year. The convention may require the county commissioners to report once each qtr to
the convention or to Executive Committee the expenditures of the County as compared to the budget as voted, in
such detail as determined by the convention. The County convention may require that the County Commissioners
obtain written authority from the Executive Committee before transferring any appropriations or part thereof
under 24.15.
Line by line inspection of the budget was discussed. It was determined that there is merit in going through the
budget line by line and this is the process that will be taken this year. They will not vote line-by-line but will
review line-by-line.
The delegation began a line-by-line review of the 2007 budget.
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COMMISSIONERS:
2007 budget $199,539 — less than used last year.
MOTION: Rep. Chandler made a motion to change line 4100.017 (education & conferences) to $1500,
seconded by Rep. Stevens. Discussion ensued. A vote was taken; 3 in favor, 9 opposed. Motion defeated.
MOTION: Rep. Chandler made a motion to change 4100.017 to $3,000, seconded by Rep. Brown. A vote was
taken, all in favor, motion carried.
MOTION: Rep. Stevens made a motion to change budget for 4100, overall Commissioners budget to $197,539,

seconded by Rep. Cunningham. A vote was taken, all in favor, motion carried.
TREASURER:
MOTION: Rep. Merrow made a motion set Treasurers budget (4101) to $6744.00, seconded by Rep. Bridgham.
A vote was taken, all in favor, motion carried.

SPECIAL FEES & SERVICES:
MOTION: Rep. Chandler made a motion to set Special Fees and Services budget (4102) to $13,200.00,
seconded by Rep. Stevens.

A vote was taken, all in favor, motion carried.

WATER WORKS:
There was a brief discussion regarding the new water tank.
MOTION: Rep. Chandler made a motion to remove $34,000 from Water Works budget for water storage.
There was no seconded, motion dead.
MOTION: Rep. Stevens made a motion to set Water Works budget (4106) to $83,079.00.

A vote was taken, 11

in favor, 1 opposed, motion carried.

ATTORNEY:
There was a discussion regarding the assistant attorney’s salary. Attorney Gordon addressed the delegation and
recommended a salary increase for the assistant attorneys. To stop the turnover in this position we are going to
need to increase the salary to remain competitive. The recommended increase: Attorney | increase to $50,000
(was $43,000), Attorney 2 increase to $47,000 (was $42,500) and Attorney 3 (new position) increase to $40,000
(was $38,000), bringing the total for line 4110.008 to $137,000.
MOTION: Rep. Martin made a motion to increase line 4110.008 (Salary — Assistant Attorney) to a total of
$137,000, seconded by Rep. Butler. A vote was taken; 7 in favor, 5 opposed — motion carries.

Line 4110.027 — Autopsy expense was discussed.
MOTION: Rep. Heard made a motion to set 4110.027 (Autopsy Expense) to $6,000, seconded by Rep.
Bridgham. A vote was taken; 10 in favor, 2 opposed — motion carries.
MOTION: Rep. Chandler made a motion to reduce 4110.030 (Civil Commitment) from $30,000 to 0, seconded
by Stevens. Discussion ensued, Attorney Gordon reviewed civil commitment line. A vote was taken, all in
favor, motion carried.
MOTION: Rep. Chandler made a to increase 41 10.038 (postage) to $2100, seconded by Rep. Heard. A vote
was taken, all in favor, motion carried.

Telephone (41 10.068) increase discussed. Increase is due to need for new phone switch. The current switch
just stops working and needs to be reset on a regular basis. The delegation felt this should not be included
under the telephone line item but under the new equipment line item.
MOTION: Rep. Bridgham made a motion to increase 4110.070 (travel expense) to $5,000, seconded by Rep.
Cunningham. A vote was taken; 8 in favor, 6 opposed — motion carries.
MOTION: Rep. Heard made a motion to raise 4110.097 (new equipment) by $3490, bringing the line total to
$9490.00 to cover the new phone switch, seconded by Rep. Cunningham. Discussion ensued. A vote was
taken; 10 in favor, 2 opposed — motion carries.
MOTION: Rep. Chandler made a motion to set 4110.051 (meals) to zero, seconded by Rep. Brown. A vote
was taken, all in favor, motion carried.
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No bottom line number is going to be set until adjustments are made to coincide with salary increases.
VICTIM/WITNESS ASSIST. GRANT:
Bottom line number adjusted because of meals being removed.
bringing the new total to $67,208.00

Bottom line number decreases by $845.00

MOTION: Rep. Stevens made a motion to set 4111 (Victim/Witness Assist. Grant) to $67,208, seconded by
Rep. Brown. A vote was taken, all in favor, motion carried.

REGISTRY OF DEEDS:
MOTION: Rep. Chandler made a motion to change 4120.035 to $17,105, seconded by Rep. Heard. A vote was
taken, all in favor, motion carried.
MOTION: Rep. Chandler made a motion to increase 4120.038 (postage) by $500.00, reduce 4120.051 (meals)
from $5070.00 to zero, increase 4120.070 (travel expense) to $2500.00 (was $900), reduce 4120.089 (customer
copier expense) to $4214.00 (was $5810), and reduce 4120.097 (insurance) to $38,419 (was $42,570) seconded
by Rep. Stevens. A vote was taken, all in favor, motion carried.
MOTION: Rep. Cunningham made a motion to set bottom line for account 4120 to $500,679, seconded by Rep.
Brown.

A vote was taken, all in favor, motion carried.

SHERIFF’S DEPARTMENT:
MOTION: Rep. Stevens made a motion to reduce 4140.051 (meals) from $5000 to zero, seconded by Rep.
Brown.

A vote was taken, all in favor, motion carried.

MOTION: Rep. Denley made a motion to reduce 4140.095 (firearms training and equipment) to $5000.00,
seconded by Rep. Stevens. Brief discussion ensued. A vote was taken, all in favor, motion carried.
MOTION: Rep. Ahlgren made a motion to reduce 4140.073 (vehicle expense) to $60,364 from $82,715,
seconded by Rep. Heard. A vote was taken; 9 in favor, 3 opposed, motion carried.
There was a brief discussion regarding how much money was appropriate for body armor.
MOTION: Rep. Stevens made a motion to reconsider vote on 4140.095, seconded by Rep. Ahlgren. Rep. Made
a motion to bring 4140.095 (firearms training and equipment) to $7,000, seconded by Rep. Bridgham. A vote
was taken; 9 in favor, 3 opposed — motion carried.
Line item 4140.017 (education and conferences) was questioned. Sheriff Carr explained that this includes SWAT
training and a new college degree incentive that is included in the new union contract. This also includes college
class incentive; the budget for this is $3,000. One person took advantage of the college class reimbursement
incentive last year.

The delegation than discussed the 2007 Union contracts. What the delegation would like to see is the differences
between last years contract and his years contract, in a summarized form. Sheriff Carr stated the difference in the
contract is a $36,870 increase this year. Rep. Stevens stated he would like to see a breakdown ofthe changes.
The delegation will wait for a breakdown ofthe $26,870 before making a final decision. Social Security line was
discussed, it was questioned why this number didn’t increase proportionate to the salary increases. The reason
why is deputies don’t pay social security because they participate in Group 2 retirement. The large increase in
line item 4140.037 (dues/licenses/subscription) was discussed. Sheriff Carr explained that the increase was due to
line item shifts. Rep. Ahlgren requested the bottom line number if we stay with the current contract and the
bottom line number with the new contract. Sheriff Carr commented that the shift differential makes the budget
increase extremely high this year but it brings the Sheriff's department inline with other departments. Sheriff
Carr also commented that he feels the proposed union contract will go far regarding the turnover in the dispatch
department.
Discussion shifted to the boilers in the nursing home. Commissioner Olkkola reviewed the findings of the
inspection. The improved efficiency of new boilers will cause an extreme cost savings. Rep. Butler questioned
whether we could wait for the results of the feasibility study before replacing the boilers? The commissioners
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commented that the boilers have been cited and will need to be repaired. The delegation requested a copy of
the
state fire Marshall report and a copy of the state electrical inspectors report.

MOTION:

Chandler.

Rep. Stevens made a motion to recess until Monday, March 19, 2007 at 8:30 am, seconded by Rep.

Allin favor, motion carried.

eeting adjourne
Meet
dj
d.

Ur etyn
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Respectfully Submitted
Jennifer Sonricker, Recording Secretary
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Carroll County Delegation Minutes
March 19, 2007 8:30 AM

County Administration Building

Present:
Representatives Chandler, Brown, Ahlgren, Bridgham, Merrow, Heard, Cunningham, Martin,
Denley, Knox; Commissioners Sorenson and Webster (absent: Representative Patten, Stevens, Buco, Butler)
Vice Chair Rep. Chandler opened the Carroll County Delegation meeting at 8:40 am.

Minutes from March 5, 2007 and March 12, 2007 County delegation meeting were reviewed.
MOTION: Rep. Merrow made a motion to approve the minutes from 3/5/2007 & 3/12/2007 as written, seconded
by Cunningham. All in favor, motion carried.
Commissioner Sorenson reviewed the boiler proposal that was received regarding the Mountain View Nursing
Home. The quote to replace all of the four boilers is approx. $124,000. Originally it was thought that the 4
existing boilers could be replaced with 3 boilers but after review of the heat needs for the building it was
determined that 4 boilers are required; 3 for heat, 1 for hot water.

The air handler quote was also reviewed; the

quote was just received this morning so it has not been scrutinized in any detail but the bottom line number if
everything is done is approx. $300,000. This will be looked at in more detail and reviewed at the next meeting.
The Electrical Inspection from the State was distributed to all delegation members.
2007 Budget review continued.
4150 — Medical Referee:
MOTION: Rep. Brown made a motion to approve $6700 for Medical Referee (line 4150), seconded by Merrow.
A vote was taken, all in favor, motion carried.
4170 — Administration Building:
Comm. Sorenson addressed a few of the budget lines that need to be adjusted. The salary line (4170.009), this
line is going to need to increase to $44,850 from $13,765. The part time position in not working out, they need a
full time supervisor instead of the shared position that they currently have. This person is responsible for
supervising maintenance and housekeeping people. The meals line (4170.051) will be decreased from $845 to 0.
The new equipment line (4170.097), which is set at $73,000, includes money for paving. Money was allocated
last year for paving but this money was used to replace the air handlers in the admin. Building. The paving need
still exists. A delegation member stated that if the money for .097 gets approved the word paving needs to be
added to the new equipment line to ensure that this money goes to paving.
MOTION: Rep. Heard made a motion to approve a bottom line number of $253,130 for the Administrative
Building line 4170 and add the word paving to the new equipment line, seconded by Rep. Cunningham. A vote
was taken, all in favor, motion carried.
4190 — Human Services:
Meals line (4190.01) reduced from $845 to 0. The bottom line for Human Services is currently at $3,543,247.
There was a discussion regarding travel expense line (4190.070), Mr. Painter addressed this, this line covers the
directors travel to the National and County convention.
MOTION: Rep. Cunningham made a motion to reduce line 4190.070 to $2,000 from $3,000. A vote was taken,
all in favor, motion carried.
MOTION: Rep. Cunningham made a motion to set bottom line for 4190, Human Services to $3,542,247. A vote
was taken, all in favor, motion carried.
4193 — Maintenance:
Meals line (4193.051) reduced from $845 to 0. Maintenance & Repair (line 4193.081) will cover vehicle
maintenance and building painting.
MOTION: Rep. Knox made a motion to set bottom line for 4193, Maintenance to $68,945. A vote was taken,
all in favor, motion carried.
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4197 — Sewer System:
MOTION: Rep. Cunningham made a motion to set bottom line for 4197, Sewer System to $33,650.
taken, all in favor, motion carried.

A vote was

7100 — Farm:
Salary line increased by $10,160 over 2006 — this is for a part time person for 6 months.
MOTION: Rep. Merrow made a motion to eliminate meals line (7100.051), seconded by Rep. Cunningham.
Discussion ensued. A vote was taken, all in favor, motion carried.
Comm. Sorenson recommended the travel line be increased by $200.00.
MOTION: Rep. Merrow made a motion to increase 7100.070, travel line by $200 bring the total to $400,
seconded by Rep. Cunningham. A vote was taken, all in favor, motion carried.

There was a discussion regarding the large losses that are incurred by the farm and why we continue to operate it
when it costs the taxpayers money. Comm. Olkkola associated the larger than normal losses this year with a bad
growing year and the limited cord wood sales. There are currently 200 cords of wood that has still not been sold.
Comm. Sorenson also added that the farm keeps inmates busy, providing them an outlet and it decreases
maintenance costs because inmates are used for maintenance around the county complex. The topic of increasing
the farm to make it more viable was discussed. Comm. Sorenson suggested a sub-committee to look into and
suggest how the farm should proceed. The majority of delegation members support the farm, many just want to
see it be profitable.
MOTION: Rep. Cunningham made a motion to set the bottom line for 7100, Farm to $141,992, seconded by
Rep. Bridgham. A vote was taken, all in favor, motion carried.
6100 — Jail & House of Corrections:
Proposed changes to certain line items were discussed. Recommended that line 6100.072, vehicle lease/purchase
be increased to $16,378, increase of $5,000. This will provide $10,000 for the purchase of the sheriff's dept. van
and $5,000 for the lease of a new vehicle. Discussion regarding meals for the jail employees and nursing home
was discussed. The Commissioners feels the meals should stay for these two departments because it is almost
impossible for these employees to leave the complex to get meals. Rep. Cunningham asked if not providing
meals would create an issue and need for more salary to cover lunchtime? Comm. Sorenson responded he felt it
would.
MOTION: Rep. Merrow made a motion to reduce 6100.051, meal line to $300,000, a decrease of $80,786,

seconded by Rep. Knox. A vote was taken, all in favor, motion carried.
The salary line increase was addressed. It was stated that the increase is do to the new Union contract and the
new position being added for electronic monitoring. The delegation questioned why numbers are not adding up,
the Commissioners are going to review the details of this increase and report back to the delegation next meeting.
MOTION: Rep. Cunningham made a motion to increase line 6100.072, vehicle lease/purchase to $16,387,
seconded by Rep. Heard. A vote was taken, all in favor, motion carried.
8360 — Cooperative Ext. Services:
MOTION:

Rep. Merrow made a motion to set the bottom line for 8360, Cooperative Ext. Services to $221,486,

seconded by Rep. Bridgham.

A vote was taken, all in favor, motion carried.

9100 — Interest Expense:
MOTION: Rep. Cunningham made a motion to set bottom line for 9100, Interest Expense to $442,492, seconded
by Rep. Martin. A vote was taken, all in favor, motion carried.
9160 — Long Term Debt:
MOTION:

Rep. Merrow made a motion to set the bottom line for 9160, Long Term Debt to $697,737, seconded

by Rep. Cunningham. A vote was taken, all in favor, motion carried.
9180 — Regional Appropriations:
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MOTION: Rep. Brown made a motion to set 9180.151, Health & Home Care Services to $70,000, seconded by
Rep. Cunningham. A vote was taken, all in favor, motion carried.

MOTION: Rep. Cunningham made a motion to set 9180.153, RSVP to $40,000, seconded by Rep. Merrow.

A

vote was taken, all in favor, motion carried.

Conservation District 9180.155 salary increase was discussed. It was stated that the salary was being increased in
lieu of benefits.
MOTION: Rep. Martin made a motion to set 9180.155 to $39,425, seconded by Rep. Cunningham. A vote was
taken; in favor = 6, opposed = 4, motion carried.
MOTION: Rep. Martin made a motion to set the bottom line for 9180, Regional Appropriation to $149,425,
seconded by Rep. Heard. A vote was taken; in favor = 5, opposed = 4, abstained = 1, motion carried.
9370 — Carroll County Convention:
New Equipment line increase was discussed. The increase is for new chairs for the county delegation room.
They have budgeted for 20 new chairs at an average cost of $250 each. The meals line was also discussed.

MOTION: Rep. Merrow made a motion to remove line 9370.051, meals line, seconded by Rep. Knox. A vote
was taken, all in favor, motion carried.
MOTION: Rep. Made a motion to decrease 9370.097, new equipment line to $2,000, a $3,100 decrease,

seconded by Rep. Merrow. A vote was taken, all in favor, motion carried.
Rep. Ahlgren discussed the option of a performance audit to help us figure out why certain departments are not
making money. We would be hiring experts to help guide us.
MOTION: Rep. Ahlgren made a motion to make a new line item, Performance Audit and set it at $100,000 if the
money not used it would be returned, seconded by Rep. Cunningham for discussion. Discussion ensued. Comm.
Sorenson suggested a sub-committee that would meet prior to budget season in September or October. A vote
was taken; in favor = 1, opposed = 9, motion dead.

MOTION: Rep. Martin made a motion to set bottom line for 9370, Carroll County Delegation to $12,150,
seconded by Cunningham. A vote was taken, all in favor, motion carried.

ENTERPRISE FUND:
5100 — Nursing Home Administration:
Overtime/Longevity line, 5100.009 was discussed. The increase in this line includes a new position for a person
to man the front desk on weekends. Currently weekend guest are free to enter the building with out checking in.
There are currently 5 full-time, | part-time and the new part-time position.
MOTION: Rep. Cunningham made a motion to set the bottom line for 5100, Nursing Home Administration to
$960,182. A vote was taken, all in favor, motion carried.
5130 — Nursing Home Dietary Dept.:
Waiting on meals number because of changes made in budget removing employee meals. Mr. Painter will
provide adjusted numbers based on jail changes and employee meals changes. Bottom line will be voted on once
these changes are made.
5140 — Nursing Department:
Line 5140-082, medical equipment maintenance discussed. Many of the existing tubs have been de-certified.
The tubs in question are between 8-9 years old, the life expectancy of these tubs is 10-15 years. The tubs were
repaired but have cracked again. Replacing the tubs needs to happen ASAP. Mr. Painter is suggesting that other
items of less importance be removed and replacing the tubs takes their place.
MOTION: Rep. Bridgham made a motion to increase 5140.097 to $57,332, seconded by Rep. Cunningham. A
vote was taken, all in favor, motion carried.

It was also stated that Mr. Painter has the authority to purchase tubs even ifgreater than amount suggested at
today's meeting.
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Line 5140.023, agency staff discussed. Looking into offering current employees overtime, this would be cheaper
than hiring from a staffing agency. If this works this number will be improved over the 2006 actual number.
There was a discussion regarding line 5140.009, overtime/longevity. It was determined that there is not longevity
paid out under this line item, longevity is included in the salary line.
MOTION: Rep. Ahlgren made a motion to remove the word “longevity” from line 5140.009, seconded by
Cunningham. A vote was taken, all in favor, motion carried.
MOTION: Rep. Cunningham made a motion to set the bottom line for 5140, Nursing Department to $4,971,565,
seconded by Rep. Brown. A vote was taken, all in favor, motion carried.

5150 — Plant Operations:
MOTION: Rep. Martin made a motion to set the bottom line for 5150, Plant Operation to $511,309, seconded by
Rep. Knox. A vote was taken, all in favor, motion carried.
5160 — Laundry Department:
MOTION: Rep. Martin made a motion to set the bottom line for 5160, Laundry Department to $117,082,
seconded by Rep. Knox. A vote was taken, in favor = 8, opposed = 2, motion carried.
5170 — Housekeeping Department:
There was a discussion regarding salaries. Rep. Bridgham suggested that next year the number of employees
associated to the amount indicated under the salary line be indicated.
MOTION: Rep. Martin made a motion to se the bottom line for 5170, Housekeeping Department to $403,542,
seconded by Knox. A vote was taken, all in favor, motion carried.
5180 — Physicians and Pharmacy:
MOTION: Rep. Martin made a motion to set bottom line for 5180, Physicians and Pharmacy to $75,000,
seconded by Rep. Knox. A vote was taken, all in favor, motion carried.
5190 — Physical Therapy:
MOTION: Rep. Cunningham made a motion to set the bottom line for 5190, Physical Therapy to $285,298,
seconded by Rep. Martin. A vote was taken, all in favor, motion carried.

5191 — Recreational Therapy Dept.:
MOTION: Rep. Cunningham made a motion to set the bottom line for 5191, Recreation Therapy Dept. to
$358,908, seconded by Rep. Bridgham. A vote was taken, all in favor, motion carried.
5192 — Social Services Department:
MOTION: Rep. Brown made a motion to set the bottom line for 5192, Social Services Dept. to $127,817,
seconded by Rep. Cunningham. A vote was taken, all in favor, motion carried.
5193 — Special Services Department:
MOTION: Rep. Martin made a motion to set the bottom line for 5193, Special Services Dept. to $167,556,
seconded by Rep. Knox. A vote was taken, all in favor, motion carried.

Sheriff Carr addressed the delegation and explained that in his original presentation he had an error in his
spreadsheet, there was a number duplication. Line 4140.007 is really $39,118.28 less. The correct total for line
5140.007, Salary — Duties is $546,394. This brings the total expenditures for the Sheriff's Department to
$1,536,666.
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Delegation requests:
e Copy ofthe changes to the Sheriff's Union contract.
e New print out of Expenditure/Revenue with all the adjustments made to date.
e
Overall surplus for 2006.
Meeting recessed to the call of the chair at 12:25 pm. The next meeting on Monday March 26, 2007 will
begin at 8:30 pm.

Respectfully Submitted
Jennifer Sonricker, Recording Secretary

Coon rly

Broom {loko
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Carroll County Delegation Minutes
March 24, 2008 9:00 AM
County Administration Building
Present:
Representatives Ahlgren, Bridgham, Brown, Buco, Butler, Chandler, Cunningham, Denley,
Heard, Knox, Martin, Merrow, Patten, Commissioners Sorensen, Webster and Olkkola (Absent: Rep. Stevens)

The Carroll County Delegation meeting called to order by Chair, Rep. Patten at 9:00 am.
Rep. Patten reviewed the bottom line totals as a result of the changes voted on last week. The Expenditure totals
were as follows: General Fund (100) $11,869,547, Enterprise Fund (300) $10,123,908 and the grand total for the
revised budget is $21,993,455. The revenue totals were as follows: Income from Taxes $12,632,528, County
General income bottom line $12,733,094 a 16.5% increase, the surplus to reduce taxes, line 100.9500.007 has
been recommended by the Commissioners to be adjusted to $600,000. The bottom line for the total of all income
is $21,993,455. Rep. Patten explained that we have what is known as a balanced budget, income same as

revenues. The surplus from annual report was reviewed; the un-audited figure in the unreserved fund balance is
$1,976,679. Rep. Patten explained the 2007 budget differences; the 2007 adopted budget was $21,084,450 and
the actual spent in 2007 was $20,479,671 creating a surplus of $604,779 in 2007. Rep. Buco explained that he
called the department of revenue and asked them if they had a recommended surplus value for the County. They
suggested that between 5-17% of appropriation be left in surplus. Rep. Chandler addressed this, explaining he
understands the recommendation of the dept. of revenue but explained this is advise only not a requirement as to
what we have to do. He explained that the people paying taxes have contributed to this surplus and he feels they
should benefit from this surplus by using some ofthe surplus to reduce the burden ofthis years tax. Rep. Butler
asked for the impact of having no surplus or a reduced surplus. The commissioners explained that the surplus is
currently used to get them through the first quarter of the year, prior to the budget being approved. He explained
that the County expenses are approx. $1,000,000 per month, the expenses in January and February are covered by
surplus and the County usually borrows money around the first of March to cover the remaining expenses until
the budget is approved. Rep. Patten explained that is legal to borrow money and invest and use this money. She
explained that it is not the current policy to give the commissioners authority to spend the same as last year but
this is an option the delegation can pursue in the future. Comm. Sorensen had a few points to bring up; he
addressed the Evergreen clause that just passed the House regarding Union contracts, he asked for an explanation
of this clause. Rep. Buco explained that the contract that is currently approved continues if you can’t agree on a
new contract. He explained that if the current contract includes a specific increase this increase would continue
even if there were no agreement on a new contract. This still needs to pass the Senate and the Governor. Rep.
Ahlgren addressed his understanding of the Evergreen clause. Rep. Patten requested we not debate a bill that has
only passed the House. His second point was the more money taken out of surplus this year is less money that
can be taken next year. Rep. Ahlgren addressed the surplus issue and said he agrees in some point with Rep.
Chandler. He explained that during economic hard times we need to minimize the impact on taxpayers, but he
does not feel we should touch more than a few $100,000 from surplus. He explained that we might need to dip
into this again next year so he does not support more than $200,000. Rep. Denley explained his reluctance to do
anything with the surplus; he explained that using surplus masks the real issue, which 1s a failure of the County to
bring revenues in line with expenditures. He explained that inflation and expected growth is around 5% but
spending is a few % above this, we need to look at reducing County expenditures. Rep. Denley distributed his
recommended approach for reducing the budget this year. He recommends taking money away from everyone
and setting a goal of increasing spending no more than 5% over last year. These suggestions would reduce the
budget by ~$489,000 over the budget currently recommended from the Commissioners. He reviewed the key
changes: No new programs, no new positions, which include the new HR position and caps overall spending
increases in any department to 10%. He suggests departments or programs that are overstaffed due to the
economic downturn be level funded and positions possibly eliminated in these departments if necessary. He
reviewed how the Registry of Deeds has seen a 40% decrease over the past 5 years, this may be an area were cuts
can be made. Rep. Bridgham had a comment regarding surplus; feels we have gone through the budget in detail,
we have asked the Commissioners to make changes, which they have and he feels we now have no buffer in the
budget. Because ofthis he explained that we might find the budget overspent next year because of no buffer in
the budget and we will likely have little to no surplus to bring to the table next year. The surplus that has been
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enjoyed has been decreasing year after year and explained that we need to stop hiding the realities. He explained
that if the economy continues downward and we take money from surplus we would have no money next year to
take from surplus. Rep. Cunningham addressed his concerns over reducing the unreserved fund balance to ward
off large tax increases; he feels we need more certain answers regarding the Nursing Home and cautions about
doing much with the surplus until we know how we intend to continue with the Nursing Home. Rep. Chandler
addressed the new Human Resources position suggested to be cut by Rep. Denley, he explained that this is not an
entirely new position, a majority of the funding for this position came from the Human Services budget when the
decision was made not hire a full time administrator for this department, the money was shifted to the new Human
Resources position. Rep. Chandler wanted to know if the Registry charged for postage; postage is not shown as
income but shown as an expense. Ann Aiton explained that postage is charged it is just not broken out from the
recording fees, the charges are offset with the exceptions of Towns; they are not charged postage when mailed
deed copies. Rep. Merrow addressed the surplus issue; he does not feel we should cut surplus anymore, this will
catch up with us. He also does not support cutting the budget anymore; he feels we have cut it enough.
Decision was made to begin voting on budget changes that were not voted on last week.
MOTION: Rep. Chandler moves to amend what was voted on March 17"; changing the Dietary bottom
line to $1,515,090, seconded by Rep. Brown. It was explained that these changes are only because of
contract; the union contract was not in the budget last week.

A vote was taken, all in favor.

Carries.
The contract includes a $0.55/hour across the board increase and is a one-year contract.
requested a list of all the changes in the two new Union contracts.

Motion

Rep. Cunningham

MOTION: Rep. Chandler moves to amend what was voted on March 17"; changing the Nursing
Department bottom line to $5,351,689, seconded by Rep. Bridgham. A vote was taken, all in favor. Motion
Carries.
MOTION:

Rep. Chandler moves to amend what was voted on March 17"; changing the Plant Operations

bottom line to $581,978, seconded by Rep. Butler.

A vote was taken, all in favor. Motion Carries.

MOTION: Rep. Chandler moves to amend what was voted on March 17"; changing the Laundry
Department bottom line to $122,808, seconded by Rep. Bridgham. A vote was taken, all in favor. Motion
Carries.
MOTION:

Rep. Chandler moves to amend what was voted on March 17"; changing the Housekeeping

bottom line to $476,319, seconded by Rep. Brown.

A vote was taken, all in favor.

Motion Carries.

MOTION: Rep. Chandler moves to amend what was voted on March 17"; changing the Physical Therapy
Department bottom line to $314,638, seconded by Rep. Brown. A vote was taken, all in favor. Motion
Carries.
MOTION: Rep. Chandler moves to amend what was voted on March 17"; changing the Recreational
Therapy Department bottom line to $382,586, seconded by Rep. Cunningham. A vote was taken, all in
favor. Motion Carries.

MOTION: Rep. Chandler moves to approve the total amount for the Enterprise Fund of $10,123,908,
seconded by Rep. Bridgham. A vote was taken, all in favor. Motion Carries.
Rep. Heard addressed the income lines of the Sheriffs department and Jail; she wanted to know if the 12%

increase in expenses includes the Union contracts. It was explained that the union contracts are included in this
figure. The commissioners reviewed the handout that was distributed earlier listing 2007 actual numbers vs. 2008
Commissioner revised numbers; this 1s a comparison of what was actual spent in 2007 agianst the amount
requested in 2008, ifa position was unfilled money was not spent in 2007 but this money is included in the 2008
budget.
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MOTION: Rep. Chandler moves to go into convention, seconded by Rep. Brown.
favor. Motion Carries.

A vote was taken, all in

In Convention

MOTION: Rep. Buco moves to approve 2008 total budget of $21,993,455, seconded by Rep. Merrow. Rep.
Denley moves to amend the bottom line figure to $21,593,455, seconded by Rep. Martin. Rep. Denley spoke
to his motion, he explained that his suggested figure provides for an increase of 1.1 million over last years
expenditures. He would like to see the County stop increasing spending year after year at increases over inflation
and growth increases, expressing that we need to come to grips with spending. Rep. Denley also requested roll
call when votes are taken. Discussion ensued. Rep. Chandler spoke against this; he referred to the proposed
Human Recourses position cut acknowledging that this is really only an $11,000 increase and can't support the
elimination of this position. Rep. Denley explained that when the HR position was explained earlier he adjusted
his proposed decrease by $85,000 to allow (original $485,000, proposed decrease $400,000) for the HR position.
Rep. Butler understands the point of view Rep. Denley is taking but explained that we have gone through an
extensive budgeting process and does not feel on the last day we should chop the budget. He explained that
maybe the budgeting process needs to change to allow for earlier changes; he also explained that during Rep.
Denley's absence last week there were significant cuts made and he does not support this amendment. Comm.
Sorensen disagrees with Rep. Denley and explained that he did the same thing last year with a $400,000 cut.
Comm. Sorensen explained that the proposed cut that is currently on the table will require cutting positions and
the Commissioners do not want to cut positions; at this hour of the process a $400,000 cut is not correct, it if not
fair to the employees, the delegation or the Commissioners. Comm. Sorensen explained that the subcommittees

have meet and agreed to the proposed budget. Rep. Patten explained that sub-committees do not make the final
decision, the final decision is made as a complete delegation, although she did agree that they try not to make cuts
on the final day. Rep. Martin explained that at the March 3“ meeting the Commissioners were asked to make
two proposed cuts, $500,000 & $1,000,000, and then present the delegation with the results of these cuts.

Unfortunately the budget presented at the March 17" meeting only had real reduction of $161,000 because
$200,000 was taken from surplus, the HB2 buffer was money was removed which was money that shouldn’t of
been in the budget in the first place. Rep. Chandler mentioned that the delegation does not receive final numbers
until the last day and that is the time to make final cuts.

Comm. Sorensen mentioned that at last weeks meeting,

when Rep. Denley was absent, the delegation approved more money then what the Commissioners had
recommended. Rep. Denley responded saying it was not his intent to miss last weeks meeting, it was his full
intent to address these cuts last week, but do to travel delays he was unable to attend the meeting. Rep. Buco
called the question; a vote was taken; Yes — 11, No—2. A roll call vote was taken on amendment to original
motion to read $21,593,455; Ahlgren - No, Bridgham - No, Brown — No, Buco - No, Butler — No, Chandler No, Cunningham - No, Denley - Yes, Heard - No, Knox - No, Martin - Yes, Merrow - No, Patten — No. Yes
— 11, No — 2, Motion Failed.

Vote on original motion called. Rep. Denley made a motion to amend the bottom line figure to $21,693,455,
seconded by Rep. Martin. Discussion ensued. Rep. Heard asked is the new figure proposed by Rep. Denley
includes cutting the Child Advocacy Center budget. Rep. Denley said he is proposing a reduction to the total
budget; it is up to the Commissioners to decide where to make the cuts. Rep. Heard addressed the increases in
social problems and feels this needs to be addressed and feels the CAC plays a key role in addressing these issues.
She agrees we need to cut back but also feels there are reasons budgets need to be increased, we need to
understands how the Citizens of this County are affected by such cuts. Comm. Webster added that she feels this
is a political move and suggests the delegation make the cuts to the budget where they see fit removing the burden
from the Commissioners to cut people because anymore cuts will require people being cut. Rep. Denley
apologized for the lateness of these cuts and added that his proposed budget reduction of $400,000 gives specific
recommendations to the Commissioners regarding where cuts should be made. Rep. Denley added that the
budget reduction of $300,000 that is on the table now would result in an increase in the overall] budget of 13.5%.
Rep. Ahlgren addressed the proposed cuts suggested by Rep. Denley; he feels the suggested cuts are not
proportional; Rep. Ahlgren referenced the dispatch center, which is a small portion of the overall budget but is
seeing a large cut. He noted they were understaffed last year, which is why this department's budget increase was
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so much this year. He addressed his concerns over the CAC; he feels the CAC is an integral part of the County
Attorneys office and feels this program cannot be cut. Rep. Denley added that his proposal was just a suggestion;
it was not his intent to vote on each suggestion line by line. Rep. Cunningham calls the question, seconded by
Rep. Heard, a vote was taken; Yes —- 12, No—1. A roll call vote was taken on the amendment to original
motion to read bottom line of $21,693,455; Ahlgren - No, Bridgham - No, Brown — No, Buco - No, Butler —
No, Chandler - No, Cunningham - No, Denley - Yes, Heard - No, Knox - No, Martin - Yes, Merrow - No,

Patten — No. Yes —J1, No —2, Motion Failed.
Rep. Cunningham moves to call vote on original motion, seconded by Rep. Knox. Rep. Denley made a
motion to amend the bottom line figure to $21,793,455, seconded by Rep. Chandler. Rep. Cunningham
moves to call the question, a vote was taken, Yes — 11, No — 2, vote to call the question passes.

A roll call

vote was taken on the amendment to original motion to read bottom line figure of $21,793,455; Ahlgren No, Bridgham - No, Brown — No, Buco - No, Butler — No, Chandler - Yes, Cunningham - No, Denley - Yes,
Heard - No, Knox - No, Martin - Yes, Merrow - No, Patten— No. Yes — 10, No —3, Motion Failed.
Vote on original motion called.

seconded by Rep. Cunningham.

Rep. Denley made a motion to amend the bottom line figure to $21,893,455,

Rep Cunningham moves to call the question, seconded by Rep. Knox, a

vote was taken, Yes — 12, No- 1, motion passes. A roll call vote was taken on the amendment to original
motion to read bottom line figure of $21,893,455; Ahlgren - Yes, Bridgham - No, Brown — Yes, Buco - No,
Butler — No, Chandler - Yes, Cunningham - No, Denley - Yes, Heard - No, Knox - No, Martin - Yes,
Merrow - No, Patten — Yes. Yes — 6, No —7, Motion Failed.
Rep. Merrow moves to call the question, seconded by Knox, a vote
carries. A roll call vote was taken on original motion with bottom
Bridgham - Yes, Brown — Yes, Buco — Yes, Butler -Yes, Chandler
Heard - Yes, Knox - Yes, Martin - No, Merrow - Yes, Patten —- No.

was taken; Yes — 12, No — 1, motion
line figure of $21,993,455; Ahigren - No,
- No, Cunningham - Yes, Denley - No,
Yes — 8, No —5, Motion Passes.

Rep. Chandler moves the amount to be raised by taxes be reduced by $900,000 to be used from surplus,
seconded by Rep. Martin. Rep. Chandler spoke to the motion, he does not feel this is the best way, he would
rather see the budget be reduced but since that did not occur he feels we need to do something to reduce the
burden to taxpayers, he added that hopefully next year things will be more stabilized. Rep. Merrow asked the
Commissioners if the 2 million in surplus has been built up over the past few years? Comm. Sorensen replied
explaining that the 2 million dollar surplus has been in there for many years; he also added that by taking
additional money from surplus we may be saving the taxpayers now but when new items are required; like the
water tank, we are going to hit them hard. Rep. Buco added we are being prudent to taxpayers by being
responsible, keeping money in surplus; he opposes the motion. Rep. Ahlgren spoke regarding capital
improvements; 1.e. the water tank; he said surplus is not used for large capital improvements; we bond these
items. He added he is in favor of this maneuver because the burden will be limited and explained we need to do
what we can to help the taxpayers; in a good economy we should build the surplus up. He supports the motion.
Rep. Denley asked if approved expenditures would need to be adjusted if surplus passes. Rep. Chandler said we
will reduce the amount to be raised by taxes not change the expenditures. He also added he would vote against
this motion; as much as he wants to help the taxpayers he feels we help the taxpayers by controlling excessive
spending. Rep. Bridgham addressed his thoughts on the surplus fund; it is a fund that should expand in good
times and be decreased in bad times, unfortunately we drew on the fund in good times and now in bad times the
fund is in no shape for us to draw on. Rep. Butler addresses this difficult decision; we need a safe reserve but we
also need to do what we can to help taxpayers. He feels the delegation should have a set of guidelines to follow
then they know how they should handle what is in surplus. He suggests the delegation set a list of guidelines to
follow. Question called. A roll call vote was taken; Ahlgren - Yes, Bridgham - No, Brown — Yes, Buco — No,
Butler — No, Chandler - Yes, Cunningham - No, Denley - No, Heard - No, Knox - No, Martin - Yes, Merrow
- No, Patten — Yes. Yes — 5, No - 8, Motion Failed.

Rep. Chandler moves the amount to be raised by taxes be reduced by $800,000 to be used from surplus,
seconded by Rep. Knox. A roll call vote was taken; Ahlgren - Yes, Bridgham - No, Brown — Yes, Buco —
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No, Butler — Yes, Chandler - Yes, Cunningham - No, Denley - No, Heard - Yes, Knox - Yes, Martin - Yes,
Merrow - No, Patten — Yes. Yes — 8, No - 5, Motion Passes.

Rep Denley moves to reduce Registry of Deeds bottom line income to $850,000, seconded by Rep. Martin.
Rep. Denley spoke to the motion. He explained that regardless of where we stand regarding surplus we should all
agree about the importance of predicting revenues as closely as possible. We have all seen the Jan.-Feb. 2008
numbers, when compared to the same period in 2007 we have seen a 20% reduction in revenues, this will only get
worse. He emphasized the evidence before us shows we will not get $900,000 and he feels we will may get
revenues even lower than the proposed decrease to $850,000. Rep. Chandler feels the original number is a
reasonable number; adding that recording fees are half of the Registry of Deeds income and as sad as it is to say,
recording feel are still collected on foreclosures. Rep. Denley said these are hard numbers regarding decreases so
the numbers are the evidence; why should we expect an increase. There was a discussion regarding interest rates
dropping possibly increasing transactions and foreclosures being held off having an affect on transactions. Rep.
Bridgham added that he originally took the position of Rep. Denley but he was persuaded; he is not sure if snow
has made a difference, he cannot be 100% sure; it is hard to say how far to drop this number. Rep. Merrow asked
if the number comes in low, can we get a supplemental budget; the Commissioners answered with a yes. Rep.
Cunningham said based on the information received from the Registrar last week, as an expert in her field, he
feels her numbers are good guidance to follow. Rep. Martin calls the question. A roll call vote was taken;
Ahlgren - No, Bridgham - No, Brown — No, Buco — No, Butler — No, Chandler - No, Cunningham - No,
Denley - Yes, Heard - No, Knox - No, Martin - Yes, Merrow - No, Patten — No. Yes —J/, No - 2, Motion

Fails.
Rep. Chandler moves to approve all revenues recommended by the delegation with the exception of the
amount to be raised by taxes, seconded by Rep. Knox. A vote was taken, allin favor. Motion Carries.

Rep. Chandler moves to approve the amount to be raised by taxes of $12,432,528, seconded by Rep. Knox.
A vote was taken; Yes — 11, No — 2, Motion Carries.

Rep. Brown moves to approve the minutes of Feb. 11", March 3™ and March 17" as written, seconded by
Rep. Buco. A vote was taken, all in favor. Motion Carries.
Rep. Chandler moves to come out of convention, seconded by Rep. Knox.
Motion Carries.

A vote was taken, all in favor.

Out of Convention
Rep. Chandler moves to recommend Nursing Home contract of $81,939, seconded by Rep. Merrow. Rep.
Ahlgren thought that Union contracts were not the authority of the delegation, he feels the negotiations are
between the Commissioners and the Union and feels we should look into why we vote on these. A vote was
taken; Yes — 12, No—1.

Motion Carries.

Rep. Chandler move to go into convention, seconded by Rep. Buco. A vote was taken, all in favor. Motion
Carries.
In Convention

Rep. Chandler moves to approve Nursing Home contract, Jail contract and 3 year Sheriffs contract
approved by the delegation, seconded by Rep. Buco. A vote was taken; Yes — 12, No - 1. Motion Carries.
Rep. Merrow moves to come out of convention, seconded by Rep. Butler. A vote was taken, all in favor.
Motion Carries.

Out of Convention
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Rep. Patten asked the delegation if they would approve her sending a letter to the Attorney Generals office
regarding issue with Sheriffs detail. The delegation gave her approval to send the draft letter that was distributed
a few weeks earlier. Rep. Martin addressed his concerns regarding the Sheriff's details; he feels the Sheriff
should be given a chance to address the delegation about this. Rep. Patten said she wants to get this off the
delegations plate and onto the AG’s offices plate. Rep. Ahlgren suggested getting an answer from an unbiased
source. Rep. Martin suggested sending a letter to the AG’s office posing a hypothetical question in order to get an
unbiased answer.

A vote was taken as to whether the draft letter should be sent; Yes —9, No —3. The draft letter

will be sent to the AG’s office.
Commissioner Sorensen addressed the delegation saying drastic cuts made this a difficult budget but feels the
taxpayers and the County employees have both been done justice and thanked the delegation for approving the
budget as they did.

“Betsy Patten [Carotyr Breer
Meeting recessedat 11:55 am.

;

Respectfully Submitted
Jennifer Sonricker, Recording Secretary
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Carrol] County Delegation Minutes
March 26, 2007 8:30 AM

County Administration Building

Present:
Representatives Patten, Chandler, Brown, Ahlgren, Stevens, Bridgham, Heard, Cunningham,
Butler, Martin, Denley, Knox; Commissioners Sorenson and Webster (absent: Representative Buco; Rep. Merrow
had to leave early)

The Carroll County Delegation meeting called to order by Chair, Rep. Patten at 8:40 am.

HALES LOCATION:
Kennett is the school to be used by Hales Location; Fryeburg Academy is a private school. There are 6
children attending Kennett from Hales Location in 2007. The tuition is $130,000 for 2007; this is an increase
of $102,000 over 2006. There are 2 factors contributing to the increase, 3 additional students and tuition

increases. The overall 2007 budget for Hales location is $452,221.00.
MOTION: Rep. Merrow moves to approve $452,221.00 for Hales Location budget, seconded by Rep. Knox.
A vote was taken, all in favor. Motion Carries.

BUDGET REVIEW:
e Commissioner Sorenson explained that they have received 7 proposals for the feasibility study on
Nursing Home; Rep. Chandler has the copies.
e The overall budget increase for the Entire County Complex (considering revenue and expenditures) is a
5.3% increase. This is the lowest increase in 5 years.
MOTION: Rep. Denley moves to table the feasibility study, seconded by Rep. Stevens.
Rep. Denley spoke to the motion; he feels the specifications on the RFP where non-existent and has no
confidence in the proposals. The delegation members wanted to discuss this more; Rep. Stevens withdrew his
second, Rep. Denley withdrew. Motion Withdrawn.
The delegation discussed the feasibility study. It was the feeling of many delegation members that
comparisons between the studies cannot be performed unless the specifications of the study are more specific.
This issue should go the Nursing Home sub-committee for further discussion.
MOTION: Rep. Denley moves to table the feasibility study, seconded by Rep. Stevens. A vote was taken, all
in favor. Motion Carries.
e

Boiler issue at the Nursing Home reviewed. The commissioners suggested the delegation move
$300,000 into Revenue Sharing Expenditures, doing this will not require a supplemental budget in the
future. Rep. Chandler stated that if this line is approved it is with the understanding that this money
cannot be used without Delegation approval.

MOTION: Rep. Chandler moves to put $300,000 into budget this year, taking money from 9285.089 and
moving it to 9500.089, seconded by Rep. Stevens. A vote was taken, all in favor. Motion Carries.
e

Forest Painter requested an increase in the proposed budget for food expenses at the Nursing Home.
Requesting an increase to $455,000 for line 5130.050 from $410,000. In 2006, the proposed budget
was $360,000 but the actual used was $439,197.74. The request for the increase is do to increased
food costs and the anticipation of more meals being served at the jail this year. There was a
discussion regarding meals; the delegation wanted to know the actual number of meals served in 2006
and the cost of these meals. Mr. Painter did not know this number but will talk to the Food Service
Director and try to get the answer.
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MOTION: Rep. Denley moves to adjust revenue line 4000.010, reducing it by $480,606 and correspondingly
reduce the bottom line for the total expenditures by $480,606, seconded by Rep. Martin. Rep. Denley spoke
to the motion; the $480,606 number is an arbitrary number but the net affect will reduce the overall increase
to 12.4% from 16.9%. This will decrease the amount of money that needs to be raised by taxes. Discussion
ensued. Rep. Brown called the roll, in favor = 6, opposed = 6. Motion Failed.
MOTION: Rep. Denley moves to reduce revenue line 4000.010 by $400,000, and correspondingly reduce the
bottom line for the total expenditures by $400,000, seconded by Rep. Chandler. Rep. Brown called the roll,
in favor = 7, opposed = 5. Motion Carries.
MOTION: Rep. Heard moves to take $500,000 from line 9500.007 (surplus) and move it to line 4000.010
(income from taxes); this is in addition to 400,000 that have already been removed from budget, seconded by
Rep. Cunningham. Rep. Brown called the roll, in favor = 5, opposed = 7. Motion Failed.
MOTION: Rep. Chandler moves to add $200,000 to line 4000.010 (income from taxes) taking money from
line 9500.007 (surplus). Bringing the amount in surplus to approx. 1 million, seconded by Rep. Knox.
Discussion ensued.

A vote was taken; Rep. Brown called the roll, all in favor. Motion Carries.

The budget will be given back to the Commissioners for them to adjust the budget as a result of the decreases.

This needs to be done prior to the 31™.
e

e
e

Air Handlers at Nursing Home discussed. There are several] things proposed, they include retrofitting
the boilers at a cost of $15,000 to complete replacement including cooling units and improved duct
work at a cost of $300,000.
Boilers at Nursing Home discussed. Something needs to be done regarding this. There are safety
concerns with the current boilers.
Discussion regarding improvements to the Nursing Home. Concern over putting money into the
Nursing Home when the feasibility study could change the Nursing Home. Commissioner Webster
stated that regardless of the feasibility study the building would be used for something.

MOTION: Rep. Chandler moves to increase line 5130.050 (food) by $45,000 to a total of $455,000,
increasing the total Nursing Home Dietary Budget to $1,382,874, seconded by Rep. Martin. A vote was
taken, all in favor. Motion Carries.

MOTION: Rep. Chandler moves that delegation approve all items given to us as of March 26, 2007 and
Enterprise Fund of $9,437,260 — all other lines stay the same, seconded by Rep. Denley. A vote was taken,
all in favor. Motion Carries.

MOTION:

Rep. Chandler moves that on revenue side, line 4000.010, revenue from taxes be reduced by

$600,000, to $10,818,175, seconded by Rep. Denley.

A vote was taken, all in favor. Motion Carries.

MOTION: Rep. Chandler moves to go into convention, seconded by Rep. Knox. A vote was taken, all in
favor. Motion Carries.

IN CONVENTION
MOTION:
Knox.

Rep. Chandler moves to support $452,211.00 budget for Hales Location, seconded by Rep.

A vote was taken, all in favor.

Motion Carries.

MOTION: Rep. Chandler moves to go out of convention, seconded by Rep. Knox.
in favor. Motion Carries.
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OUT OF CONVENTION

The delegation discussed meeting to finalize the budget. The delegation will meet at lunchtime on
Wednesday, March 28", at the conference room next to the clerk’s office in Concord.

MOTION: Rep. Knox moves to recess until Wednesday, March 28" at lunchtime, seconded by Rep. Brown.
A vote was taken, all in favor. Motion Carries.

Bele

6 Rat

; Chor gg be wai

Respectfully Submitted
Jennifer Sonricker, Recording Secretary
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Carroll County Delegation
March 28, 2007 Lunchbreak
Sergeant-at-Arms Conference Room, State House
Present:
Reps. Ahlgren, Bidgham, Brown, Buco, Butler, Chandler, Cunningham, Denley, Heard,
Knox, Martin, Merrow, Patten, Stevens; Sheriff Carr

MOTION: _ Rep. Chandler moved to go into Executive Session. Rep. Stevens seconded. MOTION
CARRIED unanimously.
Rep. Patten reviewed the Commissioners cuts of $400,000 from the operating budget as follows:
$10,000 — County Attomey
$10,000 — Sheriff's Department
$8,000 — Dispatch Center
$10,000 — Jail
$70,000 — Administration Building
$30,000 — Water Department
$165,000 — Human Services
mm
aogrp
mo $7,000 — Conservation District
i. $90,000— Nursing Home Administration Dept.
Rep. Patten reviewed the Capital Reserve Account fund removal as follows:
j. 112,510- Boilers
k.
1.

3,000— Duct Work
10,200 — Roto Rooter all drains

m. 25,000 — (no more than) for Air handlers (retrofit)
n. 33,000- (no more than) for Feasibility study
o. 12,000— Electrical-light fixtures and panels
MOTION:
Rep. Bridgham moved to approve $162,710 to be removed from the Capital Reserve
Account which does not include the Feasibility study. Rep. Martin seconded. MOTION CARRIED
unanimously.
The Delegation determined to meet again to review the Union Contracts.
MOTION: _ Rep. Ahlgren moved that no interdepartmental transfers are to be implemented without
Delegation approval. Rep. Denley seconded. MOTION CARRIED unanimously.
MOTION: _ Rep. Chandler moved to approve the amount of $10,818,175 to be raised by the county tax.
Rep. Bridgham seconded. MOTION CARRIED with Reps. Cunningham and Buco voting in the negative.
MOTION: _ Rep. Chandler moved to approve the amount of $20,914,740 to be the total appropnations
for the 2007 budget. Rep. Stevens seconded. MOTION CARRIED with Reps. Cunningham and Buco
voting in the negative.
MOTION: _ Rep. Chandler moved to go out of Convention. Rep. Knox seconded. MOTION CARRIED
unanimously.
MOTION: _ Rep. Chandler moved to recess to the call of the Chair. Rep. Cunningham seconded.
MOTION CARRIED unanimously.
Respectfully Submitted,

|

Rep. Betsey

Belay

Ratten, Chairman

Cel

eee
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Carroll County Delegation
Subcommittee on Mountain View Nursing Home
June 27, 2007 Outside Representatives Hall, Concord

Present

Reps. Chandler, Butler, Martin, Brown, Patten

Business:
Open Request for Proposal (RFP) from Helms & Company, Inc. “Study of the Future of Carroll County
Nursing Home”
Rep. Chandler, Chairman, read the RFP letter, dated May 21, 2007 into the record. Along with the RFP a packet of

information outlining the qualifications of Helms & Company and the biographical information on Jeff White and
Deborah White were accepted for the record.
MOTION: _ Rep. Martin moved to recommend to the full Delegation that they accept the RFTP for the “Study of the
Future of Carroll County Nursing Home” and the estimated cost of $500-$1000. Rep. Brown seconded. MOTION
CARRIED unanimously.
This recommendation will given to the full Delegation at a scheduled meeting in July.

ctfully Submi

Ge saib Ql

Rep.

Betsey Patteh, Acting Secretary
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Carroll County Delegation Minutes
May 7, 2007 9:00 AM

County Administration Building

Present:
Representatives Patten, Chandler, Stevens, Bridgham, Heard, Cunningham, Butler, Martin, Knox,
Buco, Merrow; Commissioners Sorenson and Olkkola (absent: Representative Denley, Brown, Ahlgren;
Commissioner Webster)

The Carroll County Delegation meeting called to order by Chair, Rep. Patten at 9:07 am.

MOTION: Rep. Knox made a motion to go into convention, seconded by Rep. Merrow.

A vote was

taken, all in favor. Motion Carries.

IN CONVENTION
Minutes from March 28, 2007 and December 11, 2006 reviewed.

MOTION: Rep. Bridgham made a motion to accept the minutes of March 28, 2007 as written, seconded
by Rep. Merrow. A vote was taken, all in favor. Motion Carries.
MOTION: Rep. Martin made a motion to accept the minutes of December 11, 2006 as written,
seconded by Rep. Chandler. A vote was taken, all in favor. Motion Carries.
Feasibility Study addressed. Rep. Chandler reported on the sub-committee meeting regarding the
feasibility study. Sub-committee unanimously agreed not to support the feasibility study as first
proposed. The sub-committee is meeting to draw up an comprehensive RFP that encompasses all facets
of the nursing home. Rep. Martin commented on the reason for the delay, it is to ensure that this is a
successful endeavor. They would like to have all aspects of the nursing home addressed: statistics,
projection of needs... by professionals who understand our needs not just architects. Rep. Butler also
added that they are willing to work with any community group that can help them with this. Comm.
Sorenson asked if it was ok to send letters to all who bid on the original RFP informing them that the
RFP is being revised and going out for bid again. The Delegation agreed that this was ok.

Comm. Sorenson addressed a few recent events.
* New policy regarding firearms/explosives has been put in place at the nursing home. Only
active duty officer can carry firearms into nursing home.
* New policy on inmate labor at the nursing home. Cannot work in patient room unless room is
vacated. One-on-one supervision required with trained supervisors.
* Honorable Babson has requested the commissioner’s look into cable in the rooms.
= Pay increases for 3 employees bringing them to over $10.00 per hour.
= May 15" deadline for report to State fire Marshall.
* Some of electrical work already begun. Licensed Master Electrician is performing work.
= July 23 is Carroll County day. Morale builder for all County employees. In the process of
lining up a pig roast, no tax dollars are to be used. The commissioners are looking for vendor
donations.

Union contracts addressed.
MOTION: Rep. Chandler made a motion to approve $71,712.00 for Mtn. View Nursing home union contract,
seconded by Rep. Merrow. A vote was taken, all in favor. Motion Carries.
MOTION: Rep. Chandler made a motion to approve $36,870.00 for Sheriff and Dispatch Union contract,
seconded by Rep. Stevens.

A vote was taken, all in favor.

Motion Carries.

MOTION: Rep. Stevens made a motion to come out of convention, seconded by Rep. Knox.
all in favor. Motion Carries.
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OUT OF CONVENTION
Expenditure report through March 31" reviewed. Some departments have not spent money because budget was
approved late. Not everything is in the report distributed. Rep. Buco questioned pg. 26 ofreport - agency staff,
line 5150.23. Comm. Sorenson commented that there is a problem filling the 3-11 shift, they are trying to have
current employees fill a few hours at the beginning and end oftheir shift to get by and avoid using staff nurses out
of Concord. This is very expensive, it is cheaper to pay our current employees overtime. There is still a shortage
of LNA's in the area.
Sheriff Carr addressed the delegation.
* Transmission tower in Bartlett has had the test performed without leaves on tress at the decreased
transmission signal and the results were great. The next step will be to repeat the test with the leaves on
the trees to confirm that everything still works the same. Leaves on the trees can affect the transmission
signal, especially in remote locations.
* Budget addressed. Gasoline for first 3 months is already over what was budgeted. His original gasoline
budget was decreased by the delegation. The first 3 months are over by a total of $1,329.00.

MOTION: Rep. Buco made a motion to adopt Optional Fiscal Year, RSA 31:94-a, seconded by Rep. Martin.
Discussion ensued. The advantages of an optional fiscal year were addressed. Would like to see this option
brought to all communities to see that it will not conflict with local fiscal years. First budget would be an 18
months budget. Fiscal year would run from July 1* instead of calendar year. Rep. Stevens suggested a subcommittee to look into this in greater detail. Taxpayer impact needs to be addressed. Buco is gathering
information and get the information out to the delegation.
MOTION: Rep. Buco made a motion to table issue to allow time to collect and distribute information to be
reviewed so the delegation can determine where to go, seconded by Rep. Knox. A vote was taken, all in favor.
Motion Carried.
Members of the public addressed the delegation regarding nursing home.
*
Karen Juvonen, president Mountain View Family Council read a letter regarding resident Barbara
Marchant. The letter spoke of placing mother at nursing home and initial doubt regarding placement at
the Mt. View nursing home considering the condition of the home when first viewed. She was reassured
that the level of care provided at the nursing home was the best around. Letter states that the level of care
is great but the facility is cramped, out of standard and has inappropriate storage. The hope is to
encourage the delegation to come together to meet the needs our community and senior citizens. Letter
has been placed on record.
*
Forest Painter, administrator Mountain View Nursing Home addressed the delegation. The building
originally built to meet the needs ofa different time; it was built to provide custodial care. Facilities and
expectation for care are much different today. Skilled care is now provided. Painter stressed the urgency
of this decision. We need more than to just provide skilled care we must change to provide quality oflife.
The ability of staff to provide quality care is depleted with every day that passes. Rep. Butler addressed
the timeframe we are up against and said we will work hard but this is going to take time. Painter stated
he is encouraged by the delegation using professionals to look into the needs and feels it will expedite the
process.
*
Patricia Johnson from Wolfeboro spoke to the delegation. She encouraged us to look into this as quick as
possible. LNA’s work very hard in a very difficult environment.
«
Francis Philips from Wolfeboro spoke to the delegation. Here mother in law is a resident at Mtn. View.
She hopes we look heavily into County ownership as opposed to private. She feels level of care is
decreased in a private facility because private is a businesss, there to make money.
*
Harvey Stevenson spoke to the delegation. His wife is currently at Mtn. View and his father was there 30
years prior. He has seen some improvement over when his father was there but it is still outdated. Loves
the level of care, it is a community and the staffis outstanding.
*
Jacqueline Margeson spoke to delegation regarding level of care at Mtn View. She is the legal guardian
of her Aunt and Uncle. She spoke about the path that took her to Mountain View | year ago. She
addressed the revolving door of physiatrists that have treated her Uncle at Mtn. View. He now has his
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own private doctor. She feels the staff doctors at Mtn. View, were over medicating her Uncle. She feels
we have not moved beyond over-medicating and custodial care at Mtn. View. Her hope is we don’t take
5 years to fix the problems.
*
Jane Telbee addressed the delegation. Her husband has been at Mt. View since October and she is happy
to date with everything. She questions how much money we are throwing away by patching the current
facility.
»
Maureen Spencer, nurse who worked at Mtn. View in the 80’s has requested being a member of the subcommittee. Rep. Patten stated that the sub-committees they have been talking about are delegation
member sub-committees but she is welcome to attend all subcommittee meetings as a member of the
public.
»
Janet Hepbur spoke to the delegation; her mother was a resident at Mtn. View Nursing home for 2 years.
She passed away on April 1". Ms. Hepburn placed her mother in 5 nursing homes prior to Mtn. View.
She stated that Mtn. View was the only home that provided the care and dedication she wanted for her
mother.
=
Beverly Loud addressed the delegation. She is in the facility daily; she is very informed by the staff. She
said the care is there now; we just need the building.
Rep. Cunningham thanked the public for their comments and concerns. He wanted all to remember that what
the delegation supports end up in the local taxes. He encouraged all to support this on the local side. Cheryl
Power, social worker said she has not met a member of the public that would not support a new nursing home.
Peggy Watson, executive director of the Child Advocacy Center, gave Child Advocacy Center presentation.
Packets regarding what the center does were distributed to the delegation. They have already seen 33 cases
this year; it is a very busy year. Center goes out for grant money when ever possible.

Honorable Babson addressed the delegation. He is upset that only 9 of 14 delegation members are still
present. He feels we should have dedicated dates set well in advance and the delegation plan around these
dates. Babson also addressed the minutes from the commissioners meeting. He stated that a tape recorder
was finally approved to record commissioners meetings. He spoke about the lack of detail in the minutes and
feels that important information is missing from the minutes. . Babson addressed out-of-state travel expense
for commissioners; he feels we need to clarify what ‘travel’ really is. Comm. Sorenson commented that as a
result of Honorable Babson attending the commissioners meeting the comm. have changed how their
meetings are run. Sorenson addressed travel comments. He feels limitation on travel was for air and taxi;
conference fees come out of conference line.
Babson also addressed the issue of inmate meals at the jail. He said that dir. Robinson comes to the comm.
meetings every week reporting bracelet inmate numbers at jail. The average is 10 bracelet inmates that are
not being fed, which totals 36,000 meals per year that are funded but not used. Somebody needs to be
looking out for things like this. Discussion regarding meals and how they are budgeted ensued.
Sub-committee meetings were discussed. The policy for noticing sub-committee meeting was discussed.
Rep. Butler asked for the commissioner’s help noticing for sub-committee meetings, Comm. Sorenson agreed
to help.
Comm. Sorensen reported that the storage facility work is underway. He also addressed the impound facility;
something likely to come in the 2008 budget. Currently the area is not secure and the County is liable for the
vehicles there and it really should be a secure location.
MOTION: Rep. Patten moved to adjourn, seconded by Rep. Cunningham.
Motion Carried.
Meeting adjourned at 12:00 pm.
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Respectfully Submitted
Jennifer Sonricker, Recording Secretary
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Carroll County Delegation Minutes — Public Hearing
December 10, 2007 9:00 AM

County Administration Building

Present:
Representatives Patten, Chandler, Brown, Ahlgren, Bridgham, Heard, Cunningham, Butler,
Martin, Denley, Knox, Buco; Commissioners Sorenson, Olkkola and Webster (absent: Representative Stevens)

The Carroll County Delegation meeting called to order by Chair, Rep. Patten at 9:10 am.
Rep. Patten reviewed the agenda for today’s public hearing: Commissioners’ proposed 2008 County budget,
public questions, Presentations from 3 organizations; Cornerstone Christian Academy regarding land-swap
proposal, POW group regarding plaque for Carroll County POW’s at the Veterans cemetery and Carroll County
Children’s Advocacy group, Nursing home sub-committee recommendation and schedule for upcoming budget
meetings.

Carrol] County Treasurer, Godfrey Howard asked to borrow in anticipation of tax receipts for calendar year 2008
a sum not to exceed 10 million dollars for the County of Carroll.
MOTION: Rep. Martin moved that the County treasurer be here by authorized to borrow in anticipation of tax
receipts for calendar year 2008 a sum not to exceed 10 million dollars for the County-of Carroll, seconded by Rep.
Bridgham. A vote was taken, all in favor. Motion carries.
MOTION: Rep. Martin moved to go into Convention, seconded by Rep. Knox. A vote was taken, all in favor.
Motion carries.
In Convention

MOTION: Rep. Bridgham moves to ratify vote taken in Executive Session for authorizing the treasurer to borrow
money, seconded by Rep. Cunningham. A vote was taken, all in favor. Motion carries.

MOTION: Rep. Merrow moves to come out of Convention, seconded by Rep. Knox.
Favor. Motion carries.

A vote was taken, all in

Out of Convention

‘Comm. Sorenson began the 2008 County Budget presentation by thanking all for making it to today’s hearing
given the bad road conditions. He also wanted to mention that he disagrees with the recent article in the paper
regarding disagreements/hard feelings between the Delegation and the Commissioners. He introduced a few
members of the Commissioners staff: Robin Reade, Human Resource Dept. Head; Allen Sequin, Farm Manager
and head of water works and maintenance; Kathy Gerry, Financial Manager; and Jason Johnson, Captain at the ~
Jail and currently filling in the position of major at the Jail as well as his regular duties.

Budget Overview
Comm. Sorenson gave a budget overview. There is currently a 7% overall budget increase, that 1s with out Union
contracts at the Jail and Nursing Home. This is up roughly $1,600,000.00. The major increase is insurance, up
$300,000.00. New items added to budget this year were reviewed.
Water Storage: The County is in desperate need of a water storage tank, $350,000.00 has been budgeted, the
estimated cost of a200,000 gallon tank. This tank will be in addition to the 190,000-gallon tank currently
installed. Water flow has had to be limited to residence during the summer months in the past and there are
concerns over the whether there is adequate water storage for fighting a fire. There is also money budgeted for
the repair of rubber cover on existing water tank, the cover is in disrepair. Estimates received for the repair ofthe
rubber cover range from $7,000.00-$12,000.00.
Impound Area: $18,000.00 has been budgeted to enclose an area via a chain-link fence with barbwire top to be
used as an impound area. The County is in need of a secure area for vehicles stored for evidence. The county has
had as many as 26 vehicles stored at a time. There have been issues with vandals in the past.
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New Equipment: There is a $320,000.00 increase County complex wide, majority from the Nursing Home.
Items included from the Nursing Home include exterior lighting, handles changed to push style as opposed to
knob style in all bathrooms, ceiling tiles replaced at entrance of facility to the nurses station, money for repair or
replacement of cold storage unit; $10,000.00 would be needed for repair of existing cold storage unit or
$30,000.00 for a new exterior cold storage unit. The new storage unit is more efficient and can be moved if a new
nursing home is built. Other new equipment included in the budget; $18,000.00 for a new mower/conditioner for
the farm. The farm baled 14,000 bales of hay this year; there is $28,000.00 in revenue from hay sales alone.
$19,000.00 for a computer for the Commissioners office for handling payroll. The Commissioners office deals
with payroll for ~350 people and it could be catastrophic if it broke down. There is $30,000 for a new plow truck
and plow. The current plow truck is 30 years old and has been repaired many times.
Jail: $54,000.00 meals increase at Jail. Might be reduced with decrease in inmate count but inmate numbers are
hard to determine. $30,000.00 medical cost increase, this too could decrease with inmate count. Numbers
currently down at jail. There is a $15,000.00 decrease in overtime budget, still working on decreasing this even
further. There is a $15,000.00 increase in inmate programs. It was mentioned that Anne Hamilton from Coop.
Ext. has done some free programs at the jail (w/ the exception of material supply costs).
Nursing Home: Advertising decreased $20,000.00, $10,000.00 moved into Human Resource Dept. for
advertising so net effect is a $10,000.00 decrease. Agency staff overspent again this year; this area is always an
issue. Looking for ideas or suggestions to correct this.
Wages: For all departments tried to keep increase under 3.5%
Breakdown is $657,000.00 increase for Nursing Home without Union contract and a $900,000.00 increase for rest

of complex, without Jail contract.
Revenue
Decrease $100,000.00 in revenue from Registry, result of slow economy.
Decrease $104,000.00 in Nursing Home income.
Comm. Sorenson reviewed a few things the Commissioners are looking into to decrease costs.
e¢ Reduce jail costs by putting more inmates out on electronic monitoring.
e Windmill on the Mountain to generate power, he has a contact at UNH if we want to consider a feasibility
study.
e Nursing home laundry there is talk about having the jail do the laundry. The current cost of outsourced
laundry contract is $54,000.00.

There is a major effort to educate employees across the County Complex, items to be included are job duties and
health benefits; the thought is efficiencies of employees will be increased. Comm. Sorenson stated the budget is
not finalized yet but should be finalized by the next delegation meeting in February. Comm. Sorenson concluded
his presentation by stating decreases have been made where possible and that he would like to move money to
reduce the tax rate but there has not been a surplus in order to do this.
Floor opened for public comment. There were no public comments but members of the delegation had comments
and questions. There was a discussion regarding the pending legislation that is pushing back the cost of Nursing
homes back to the County. The counties are challenging this change so the future is unknown. There was a
request to have the ballpark amount the County receives from the State for the nursing home by the next time the
delegation meets.
There was a discussion regarding the budget increase. Rep Chandler noted the 7% increase but pointed out that
the key figure is the 23.2% increase in the amount that needs to be raised by taxes. Something needs to be done to
reduce this. Rep. Chandler also requested date that year-end figures will be known, the response was middle of
February. A member ofthe public, Harry Spencer spoke regarding the Nursing Home. He felt the $230/day cost
at the Nursing Home is right on average with all Counties and is a reasonable per day request. Comm. Webster
mentioned that if we take out the five major increases there is only a 1% increase. Comm. Sorenson added to this
by saying the Commissioners feel the things that were added are needed.

Rep. Buco suggested that when the department heads present their budget that they provide a description of each
position and the number of people in each position. Rep. Martin requested that at the next meeting the Comm.
give the history of the water tank and an explanation of why the County supplies water to the villages. Rep.
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Heard questioned the impound area; she wanted to know ifthere will be additional personnel costs for signing
vehicles in and out? Sheriff Carr responded to this question saying the Sheriffs dept. is not required to handle
these vehicles but is willing to help out, his department currently tracks these vehicles and by enclosing the
impound area there will be no added personnel required.
Rep. Bridgham would like the reason for the revenue decrease;
Rep. Denley discussed the census numbers and County growth.
affected our tax rate. County services increase with population
might put things into perspective. Rep. Cunningham discussed
population numbers in the jail in a by month breakdown.

he requested this be presented with the budget.
He questioned how population growth has
growth, by looking into the growth numbers it
the jail meals increase and requested the average

Presentations
Katie Watkins from the CAC - Child Advocacy Center was first to present. She began with the costs and
numbers affected in NH. The annual cost in NH alone is ~155 million and number of children affected around
962. Her center averages 83-91 cases. Child on child abuse accounts for nearly 50% of the cases. The Carroll
County center is the only center in the State with a site based forensic medical room. Ms. Watkins came today to
request money to cover the salary and benefits package for Liz, the centers Forensic Interviewer. She gave a
description of Liz’s job duties and accomplishments. Melissa a member of the centers staff gave a summary of
one of the recent cases at the center so the delegation would understand what there center deals with. Ms.
Watkins went on to explain the disclosures given at the CAC are instrumental in prosecution. Moultonborough
Police Chief spoke about the center; he sits on the CAC board of directors. The center is coming into its 5” year
and in year 2008-2009 the center will stop receiving funding from the State, he is concerned with the ability to run
the program with fiscal tightening. Ms. Watkins gets as many grants as possible. The differences between the
CAC and the statewide program DCYF were explained and an explanation of why the CAC is needed in addition
to DCYF was given. This year the center has a revenue shortfall of between $50,000.00 - $75,000.00. The CAC
is a non-profit but the felling is this is a County program and County funding would be a great benefit to the entire
County. Rep. Knox asked whether this was the intent from the development of the CAC that the County would
fund this organization? Moultonborough Police Chief responded that this was not the original intent of the
program but the thought was that might be the need at some point. Discussion continued. There was a request for
a copy of the current budget and 2008 anticipated budget. A question was asked whether other NH Counties
support a CAC like operation, it was requested that a poll of other NH Counties be performed to determine the
answer. Support from area Hospitals was discussed; currently Huggins Hospital pays the salaries and malpractice
insurance for both pediatricians and they also support the CAC medical center. Huggins Hospital is very
supportive. There was a request made that if there were any evidence that this program prevents abuse this
information would be beneficial. Comm. Webster commented on the wonderful job this agency does and says if
we don’t deal with these issues now we will deal with them later in the jails.

Irene Wells, Commander of the NH Chapter of POW and Allen Gavan and NH POW veteran, gave the second
presentation. They began with an overview of the NH POW statistics. The average age is 88 and there are
currently 92 POW veterans listed in NH. It is a family based program providing support the veterans and all
family members. Mrs. Wells mentioned that this year alone she has attended 14 funerals for NH POW veterans.
Their organization is making a POW monument in the State cemetery in Boscawen NH. They currently have ”%
of the money required and are coming to the delegation today in hopes of receiving financial support for a portion
of the remaining cost. They are requesting $750.00; the same amount is being requested from all Counties in the
State. Mr. Gavan gave an overview ofthe cemetery in Boscawen and a description of the memorial. He spoke
about how the cemetery has a memorial brick walkway with monuments along the way dedicated to different
duties. It is missing a POW memorial. The POW memorial will list the names of all NH veterans who died in
prison camps and the 60 NH POW’s who died in Captivity. Their budget shortfall is $7500.00, which is why the
request is being made for $750.00, if received from all 10 counties the budget shortfall will be erased. Grafton
and Belknap counties have agreed to give the requested money if all other counties also agree. Rep. Patten thank
both Mrs. Wells and Mr. Gavan for their presentation and let them know that we would know the answer as to
whether the County can support them when the budget is firmed up by the end of March.
David De Jager on behalfofCornerstone Christian Academy gave the final presentation. Rep. Patten gave a
History the land swap approvals that occurred 3-4 years ago. The delegation currently has on the books an
approval for land swap of 2-acres for | 0-acres Mr. De Jager began his presentation; after the 2 for 10 land swap
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was approved the Academy began the engineering work which has taken approx. 2 years. The survey work that
was performed showed that the original proposal would not best fit the land needs that the Academy was planning
to use it for. The County has property surrounding the Academy. The Academy is looking for land within the
County owned land for construction of ball fields. The Academy is still looking for the same ratio of exchange

they are just looking to swap a different chuck of land. The new proposal is 37 acres for 7 acres; the location of
the land involved in the swap was pointed out on a survey map. It was questioned why the backland already
owned by the Academy is not used for the ball field? Mr. De Jager explained that the access was limited; the only
access is through the current lot housing the academy campus. The campus is part of a condominium association
and the other member of the condo association is not willing to give the Academy a right of way through the
condo association to the back lot and this lot has no access off from Route 28. He also mentioned that front
property currently owned by the County would open up visibility for the Academy. Mr. De Jager distributed
several survey maps and a Land exchange Narrative listing the History of the land swap and the County and
Academy benefits. There was a request for the appraised value of the properties to be swapped. There is concern
that the front property owned by the County with frontage on Route 28 is more valuable than the back lot owned
by the academy. There was a discussion as to why the road frontage on the lot to be swapped was so great, 1300
feet. It was explained that given the current grade of the road this location made the most sense for a State curb
cut. Mr. De Jager mentioned that given the lay of the land this latest proposal is the best alternative. Members of
the delegation wanted to be sure that this is a fair and equal trade for both parties. The delegation is looking for a
licensed persons opinion to the value of each parcel of land. There was a brief discussion regarding Map 20 Lot
69, there was concern over how good this piece of property is. Comm. Sorenson does not feel that this is a perfect
swap as proposed. Road frontage is valuable on Route 28; the backland being swapped is steep and not buildable
land. Rep. Patten thanked Mr. De Jager for his presentation. Rep. Patten went on to ask the Commissioners to
provide the delegation with their proposal. Rep. Ahlgren reiterated that he would like an independent value of
exchange; he is not willing to vote before knowing independent value.
Nursing Home Sub-Committee Report:
Rep. Butler reported on the results of the nursing home sub-committee meeting with regard to the feasibility study
for Nursing Home. The sub-committee has narrowed it down to 2 choices: Helms & Co. and Health Care
Management. There are concerns that the background of Helms & Co. is not as strong as Health Care
Managements. Helms & Co. only answered the questions on the proposal where the proposal from Health Care
Management was more in-depth. Both Companies proposals were discussed. Rep. Butler recommends Health
Care Management. There was further discussion regarding the two proposals in the end the sub-committee
recommends Health Care Management. The sub-committee recommendation was 5 — 1.
MOTION: Rep. Martin moves to recommend Health Care Management as the firm to provide the study,
seconded by Rep. Butler. A vote was taken, all in favor. Motion carries.
Other Business:
Rep. Brown spoke about incentive funds. These State funds to County are about $140,000.00 each year. It is
directed at keeping youth busy and out of trouble. A few of the programs supported are Life Bridge, Kingswood
Youth Program and Appalachian Mountain Team Group. These are just a few of the programs

Upcoming Delegation meetings: Jan. 28", Feb 4" & 11", March 17", 24" & 31%.
There was a discussion regarding going to a 2-year budget, this is how it is done at the State level.
MOTION: Rep. Chandler moves adjourn, seconded by Rep. Brown.
carries.
Meeting adjourned 12:25pm.
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Respectfully Submitted
Jennifer Sonricker, Recording Secretary
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TREASURER’S REPORT
During most of the past year credit markets were quite stable despite the
gathering evidence of severe stress in the sub-prime mortgage market. The 10-year
Treasury Note, often referred to as a proxy for interest rates generally, began the
year at 4.56%, reached 5.10% by mid-year and by December, had moved back
to 4.10%.

The county’s temporarily unused balances had been placed during this
period at 4.80% and 5.07%, with maturities in April 2008. Our strategy during the
year, unchanged from 2006, was to stay with very short maturities, thereby
ensuring absolute safety of principal, which we considered the only prudent
course in view of deteriorating credit market conditions.
By the fourth quarter of 2007, more signs of severe stress became evident
and a flight to quality occurred, resulting in a demand for short maturities which
drove down short-term interest rates. One-year Treasuries saw declines in yield
from 4.96% in June, 2007 to 3.26% at year-end - an unusually large change in

such a short time. Such severe stresses caused heretofore orderly markets to
begin unraveling to such an extent that the AAA- rated bond insurance companies,
such as Ambac and MBIA, were in danger of losing their top-quality rating. As this
is written (in mid- March ) that crisis has been avoided as a result of strong action
by regulatory authorities, but major uncertainties continue.
The credit markets remain very unsettled, despite some near-panic size
interest rate reductions by the Federal Reserve Board. This is not a desirable
course of action in the face of rising inflation, but perhaps understandable when
the possibility exists of losses totaling $600 Billion for financial companies to be
written off versus only $160 Billion taken so far. Recent Congressional testimony
by the Federal Reserve Chairman warned that some bank failures are possible.

Since one-year Treasuries now yield just 1.66%, we expect our interest
earnings for the remainder of this year to be under last year’s. In order to assure
the safety of our principal balances, we have reviewed our collateral and insurance
arrangements and we believe our coverage is adequate. Discretionary assets are
invested in highly liquid form, such as Certificates of Deposit. Nevertheless, we
suggest fastening seat belts- credit markets in general may face a bumpy ride in
coming months.

It is a pleasure to take note of Kathleen Garry’s award from the New
Hampshire Association of Counties as County Employee of the Year 2007. Her
ongoing efforts to ensure smooth functioning of the County Business Office are
matched by the other members of the staff, Katheryn Armstrong and Lory
LaRochelle, whose expertise is invaluable.

Respectfully Submitted,

Godfrey Howard, Treasurer
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COUNTY OF CARROLL
ACTUAL REVENUES AND EXPENDITURES COMPARED TO BUDGET
YEAR ENDING 12/31/2007
REVENUES

ADOPTED

ACTUAL

BUDGET

YTD 2007

100

GENERAL FUND

4000

COUNTY GENERAL

10,924,741.00

4010

SHERIFF'S INCOME

274,346.00

4020

REGISTRY OF DEEDS INCOME

6040

JAIL & HOC INCOME

47,000.00

7000

FARM INCOME

79,000.00

7093

MAINTENANCE INCOME

35,000.00

8000

ANNEX BLDG. RENTAL INCOME

0

8500

COURT LEASE INCOME

0

9000

INTEREST INCOME

9500

OTHER REVENUE

TOTAL: GENERAL FUND
300

ENTERPRISE FUND

5000

MT. VIEW NURSING HOME INCOME

TOTAL: ENTERPRISE FUND
GRAND TOTAL
EXPENDITURES

REMAINING

13,775,537.00

10,938,670.08
239,654.13
999,676.82
75,685.42
94,472.75
34,936.00
0
0
139,373.95
999,999.96
13,522,469.11

253,067.89

7,308,913.00

7,620,644.63

-311,731.63

7,308,913.00

7,620,644.63

-311,731.63

21,084,450.00

21,143,113.74

-58,663.74

1,110,240.00

142,500.00
1,162,710.00

ADOPTED

ACTUAL

BUDGET

YTD 2007

-13,929.08
34,691.87
110,563.18
-28,685.42
-15,472.75
64
0
0
3,126.05
162,710.04

REMAINING

GENERAL FUND
COMMISSIONERS
TREASURER
SPECIAL FEES & SERVICES
HUMAN RESOURCES
WATER WORKS
ATTORNEY
VICTIM/MITNESS ASSIST. GRANT

197,539.00

197,374.06

164.94

6,744.00

5,920.75

823.25

13,200.00

13,185.17

14.83

0

0

0

53,079.00

49,781.29

3,297.71

334,453.00

325,851.14

8,601.86

67,308.00

72,468.47

-5,160.47

500,678.00

468,289.58

32,388.42

1,555,458.00

1,441,139.60

114,318.40

DISPATCH CENTER

679,554.00

563,651.60

115,902.40

MEDICAL REFEREE

6,700.00

12,034.86

-5,334.86

183,130.00

169,773.41

13,356.59
169,701.11

REGISTRY OF DEEDS
SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT

ADMINISTRATION BUILDING
HUMAN SERVICES DEPARTMENT

3,377,247.00

3,207 ,545.89

MAINTENANCE

68,945.00

-63,712.40

5,232.60

SEWER SYSTEM

33,650.00

41,097.14

-7,447.14
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COUNTY OF CARROLL
ACTUAL REVENUES AND EXPENDITURES COMPARED
YEAR ENDING 12/31/2007
JAIL & HOUSE OF CORRECTIONS

TO BUDGET

2,831,511.00

2,729,583.68

101,927.32

141,992.00

141,923.64

68.36

FARM
COUNTY ANNEX BUILDING

0

0

0

COOPERATIVE EXT. SERVICES

221,486.00

221,486.00

INTEREST EXPENSE

442,494.00

477,067.04

LONG TERM DEBT

697,737.00

697,736.87

0.13

REGIONAL APPROPRIATIONS

149,425.00

147,469.00

1,956.00

REVENUE SHARING EXPENDITURES

162,710.00

155,651.50

7,058.50

12,150.00

11,234.71

915.29

11,737,190.00

11,213,977.80

523,212.20

CARROLL COUNTY CONVENTION
: GENERAL FUND

0
-34,573.04

ENTERPRISE FUND
870,182.00

904,201.08

-34,019.08

NURSING HOME DIETARY DEPT.

NURSING HOME ADMINISTRATION

1,382,874.00

1,399,395:57

-16,521.57

NURSING DEPARTMENT

4,971,567.00

5,007, 780.45

-36,213.45

PLANT OPERATIONS

587,434.00

598,825.87

-11,391.87

LAUNDRY DEPARTMENT

117,082.00

85,924.57

31,157.43

HOUSEKEEPING

403,542.00

387,511.60

16,030.40

75,000.00

69,183.03

5,816.97

PHYSICAL THERAPY DEPARTMENT

285,298.00

302,032.84

- 16,734.84
6,972.21

DEPARTMENT

PHYSICIANS AND PHARMACY
RECREATIONAL THERAPY DEPT.

358,908.00

351,935.79

SOCIAL SERVICES DEPARTMENT

127,817.00

120,052.08

7,764.92

SPECIAL SERVICES DEPARTMENT

167,556.00

140,546.91

27,009.09

: ENTERPRISE FUND
GRAND TOTAL

9,347,260.00

9,367,389.79

-20,129.79

21,084,450.00

20,581,367.59

503,082.41

FUND BALANCE 2007

561,746.15

TOTAL FUND BALANCE

2,538,425.15
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Le
ee
Bank & Type of Account

Balance as of

Commercial Account
TD Bank North (Savings) Bean

Laconia Savings Bank (HOC)
TD Bank North Repurchase;
Operating Account & Payroll
Account

(Juvenile Placement)

[cewortaeng

|

TD Bank North (Savings)

113,928.32

ie
PSickagenopiy
coat
TD Bank North (Proshare) (Savings)

TD Bank North (Savings)

115,947.13

=

any
(checking)

(Premium Checking)
Northway - Petty Cash (Sheriff's

i

88

65.81

ae

39,786.62
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MS-42
REVISED 1998
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
MUNICIPAL SERVICES DIVISION
P.O. BOX 487, CONCORD, NH 03302-0487
(603)271-3397

BUDGET
AND
STATEMENT OF APPROPRIATIONS
AND

ESTIMATE OF REVENUE - COUNTY
For Carroll County
DATE OF CONVENTION: Marchag
Mailing Address:

Fiscal Year Ending:

__2007

Post Office Box 152

Ossipee, NH

Phone #:_(603) 539-2428

03864

Fax #:_(603) 539-4287

E-Mail: _ccc1840@localnet.com

Per REV rule 2208.01, use this form to prepare the county budget for delivery to each member ofthe board
of selectmen or mayor for each city within the county, and to the Secretary of State as required by
RSA 24:21-a. This form is also to be used to report the voted appropriations, as required under RSA 24:24,
to the Secretary of State and to the Commissioner of the Department of Revenue Administration no later
than 30 days after adopting the budget or supplemental appropriation.

CERTIFICATE

OF VOTE

This is to certify that the appropriations entered on this fo
Chairman

3 ae

are those voted by the county convention.

(2

Clerk

This form is computerized.

Send us your blank disk & a self-addressed, stamped mailer for a copy of the spreadsheet.
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- County of CARROLL

1

2

Acct.#

APPROPRIATIONS OR
EXPENDITURES

FY 2007

GENERAL GOVERNMENT

Py er

ee

Pe SS

MS-42

a

4

Appropriations
Previous

Expenditures
Previous

Fiscal Year

Fiscal Year

Proposed Budget
Ensuing Year

2006
XXXXXXXXK

12/31/2006
XXXXKXKXXXKX

2007
KXXXXXXKXK

ee

hs

ee eo
Soy rae Ti

ee

6
Appropriations
Voted For

Ensuing Year
2007
XXXKXKKKXX

ra

ee ee

ee

eS

a
pospets see
fff
[srs |rianning andzoning torUaine.rieces |
|
a
PS,
RS
ec]
er)
reer
ra
er
4194

[Maintenance

Se

of

Government

Bldg.

(specify)

4106-4197

4170-4193

PUBLIC SAFETY

86,729

306,897 Te

303,411

xXXXXXXXXX

XXXXXXXXX

[2x3 [easeody ofretvonecs ___ wi)evmnssle 10500 einen] es granny TSN
CORRECTIONS
4230

6100

| ee eoeees FARM EXPENSE

COUNTY
aaak
Wet

NURSING

7100

HOME

eaceweveri tees
lepers

Expense

HUMAN

eee

XAKXKKKKKXKHX

{Corrections

SERVICES

XXXXKKKXX

2,387,258

2,654,376

2,992,215

135,868

124,422

149,028

XXXXXKXXXX
5100

957,692

$130-5193

7,762,227

xXXXXXXXXX

2,831,511

141,992

XXXKXXKXKXK
805,477

[asia fotroce assistance
ago]
ser ste 3,026,607]
[sts focard andcareofcutteren
|
[atts oiverston program
[ass [opectan outsiae services
|
Loe ae

90

252,075

1,009,533

870,182

8,496,189

8,477,078

XXXXXXXXX
3,377,247
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FY 2007

MS-42

a

2

3

4

5

6

Acct.#

APPROPRIATIONS OR
EXPENDITURES

Appropriations
Previous
Fiscal Year

Expenditures
Previous
Fiscal Year

Proposed Budget
Ensuing Year

Appropriations
Voted For
Ensuing Year

COOPERATIVE

4611

EXTENSION

|Administration

Other

(Specify)

2006

12/31/2006

2007

2007

XAHXHHHXAHKKXHXH

AXXKXHXXHKXH

XHXXXHKHXHHX

XHXARXXXHXX

8360

INT/TAN

INTERGOVERNMENTAL

216,008

as

132,316

132,312

beahiuann wszeloro
149,425

NOTES

TRANSFERS

XXXXXKXXXHX

SMa bonccboremtesa ahveracstacs ie Ao an |i
CAPITAL OUTLAY

INTERFUND OPERATING TRANSFERS

XXXHXKXHKHHH

[opera

|Er aoe meg

|

XXXXXHXKXXKX

XXXXXXHXHX

XHXXXXXKXKX

XXXXXHKXHHXX

|__ reeis aaa
D
| JG
a
a a
Ee
eee Ee
[froma nponopmzazsons
|
20,396,300] a9, 369-470] aeeaaizaa] 28,924,740
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1

FY 2007

MS-~42

zZ
SOURCES

OF REVENUES

Acct.#

ASSESSMENTS/TAXES
3110

|Pmperty

Taxes

3120

}l.ad

Change

3180

|Rewident

3185

|¥ild

3186

|Paments

EE

Seee

Use

Taxes

Taxes

Levied

for

Unincorporated

Places

Taxes

for

Unincorporated

Places

for

for

in

Unincorporated

Lieu

on

Unincorporated

of

Taxes

Delinquent

for

4

5

Estimated Revenue
Previous
Fiscal Year

Actual Revenue
Previous
Fiscal Year

Estimated Revenue
Ensuing
Fiscal Year

2006
XXKXKXKXKXXKXK

12/31/2006
XXXXXXHXXX

2007
XXXXXXXXX

lial

Places

ERR

Places

BE

Unincorporated

Municipal

3

Tes
he

4

Places

Assessments

XKXXXXKXHKHXHK

eiedwets, penntea) badrpew nels etn
er
nal
emus rnowruerroreat covemworn
|
REVENUE FROM THE STATE OF NH
XXXXXXXXX
}3351|snrea nevenue forvoincorporated places
|
el es es
ee en ee ee)
El See ee
OL
ee
ed
facestng andcommunity Devetopment
Wie OT)
Bina
2
ake
REVENUES FROM CHARGES FOR SERVICES
XXXXXXXXX
aaee [aes & Fed.

Forest

Land

Reim.

in

Unincorporated

Nyved tower (Specify)
3379

Places

UNINCORP.

|INTERGOVERNMENTAL

4000

BEA SR

7 SE

|3404[county Nursing Hones
ES ST
ee
3407

|Maintenance

340

jOther

1

REVENUES

RS

Department

5000
7093

(Specify)

WATER

Trey PTR

ee ee
pes Bae Seated

ee
ra
MEDALS

Share

4000

67,464

9000

142,500

$2,871

67,464

75,589

142,500

24,214

25,000

REVENUE FROM MISCELLANEOUS SOURCES
3502

{Interest

on

Investments

3503 [rents of Property

ert” MMe

ices leas,

Eo

7

aT

v/w

4000

ee

(Specify)

OTHER FINANCIAL SOURCES
3912

|Transfer

from

Special

Revenue

Funds

REV

9500

92

EE

ans
Si ee
Ee

25,000
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af

FY 2007

MS-42

2

3

4

3.

Estimated Revenue

Actual Revenue

Estimated Revenue

Previous

Previous

Ensuing

Fiscal Year

Fiscal Year

Fiscal Year

2006
xXXXXXXXXX

12/31/2006
XXXXXXXXX

2007
XXXXXXXXX

SOURCES OF REVENUES
Acct.#

OTHER

FINANCIAL

3914

|Transfer

from

Proprietary

3915

|Transfer

from

Capital

SOURCES

cont.

Funds

Reserve

oa

Funds

'

ere

eat

ial

|

[3934 [rroceeds trontong-rerm wotes/tonds
|
|| BALANCETOREDUCETAX
FUND
RATE] assa.ssol a.anz.anol 2-000, 000
pt
TOTAL REVENUES|soera,aoa{__r0.aec,ons|
20.096, 565|
|__| AMOUNT TOBERAISEDBY COUNTY TAX]
s.72s.n0e]_s.7as.aoe]
0,038,275]
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CARROLL COUNTY
County Tax Apportionment

200

Ul

Lo
%

,

164.

Yo
Yo

0

.

Hart's Location

|

/o

O

18)

0

Madison __|__389,856.00| _3.603713%
Madison

12)

Ossi
0

0

005,667.00

0

0

16.482050%
Total Taxes

10,818,175.00

100.00000%

eet

ee 917, Carroll. County Annual ReDOg
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